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Preface,
The work deeoribed in this thesis was carried out 
during the period May, 1958 September, i960 in the 
Department of Natural Philosophy, The University of Glasgow, 
The thesis is presented in two parts.
In Part 1 - **Partiole selection using CsX(Tl) crystals**, an 
introductory chapter reviews the experimental difficulties 
encountered in experiments with fast neutrons (l4 MoV) and 
the techniques, with their limitations, previously used to 
surmount these difficulties. In Chapter XX a description 
is given of a novel form of scintillation counting in which 
different types of particle are distinguished by the decay 
time of the luminescence they produce in a CsX(Tl) crystal. 
The use of this technique in reducing the unwanted, but 
unavoidable, backgrounds produced in CaX(Tl), when it is 
used as the detector in neutron experiments, is illustrated 
in Chapter XIX* Also discussed in this chapter are the 
advantages this new technique has over previous methods for 
studying neutron induced reactions. Chapter XXX concludes 
with a brief discussion of typical experiments which are now 
made possible by its use; in particular n«*a and n-np 
reactions at l4 MeV, It is stressed that the technique is 
perfectly general in application and could be used equally 
well to study other types of reaction such as Y"»p, Y-a 
reactions.
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The author was solely responsible for the development 
of this technique but wishes to acknowledge the supervision 
of Dr* A. Ward during the early part of it.
In Part II - **Associated experiments on the luminescence 
of alkali halide crystals", Chapter X reviews the inter­
pretation of the scintillation process in alkali halide 
crystals, used as the phosphor in scintillation counters. 
Chapter XX describes experiments on the decay of the 
luminescence in various alkali halide crystals for particles 
of different ionization density while Chapter XXX discusses 
experiments on the luminescence of CsX(TI) and CsDr(Tl) as 
a function of temperature, and the luminescence of CsX(Tl) 
as a function of thallium concentration. Chapter IV gives 
an interpretation of these experiments; and the importance of 
the work in relation to Part X of the thesis is stressed.
The author is solely responsible for the interpretation 
of the experiments given in Chapter IV. Much of this work 
was performed with the assistance of Mr J.G. Lynch. The 
experiment on the luminescence of CsX(Tl) and CsBr(Tl) as 
a function of temperature was performed in collaboration with 
Mr J.G. Lynch and Dr. W« Jack.
X should like to thank Professor P.I. Dee for his 
interest and encouragement and for many helpful discussions.
April 1961. J.C. Robertson.
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FOOTNOTES Two papers on the work described In this thesis 
have been published* These are % (a) ^Particle Selection 
in Crystals of Csl(Tl)», by J.C. ROBERTSON and A. WARD, 
Proo. Phys. Soc., 1959# 73# 523# and (b) *The Luminescent 
Decay of Various Cxrystala for Particles of Different 
Ionization Density# , by J.C. ROBERTSON and J.G. LYNCH, 
Proc. Phys. Soc. I96I, 77# 751♦ A third paper entitled 
*The Luminosconce of CsX(Tl) and CsBr(Tl) as a Function 
of Temperature*, by J.C. ROBERTSON, J.G. LYNCH and W. JACK 
has been submitted for publication In this Journal.
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Particle Selection Using Csl(Tl) Crystals*
Part I.
Introduction.
Chapter I.
1,1. The Scintillation Counter.
The scintillation counter is a familiar instrument 
for the detection of nuclear particles in all fields of 
nuclear research. Its essential features are a luminescent 
solid, liquid or gas which emits scintillations when 
bombarded by the particles to be detected, and a photo­
electric multiplier tube which responds to the scintillations 
and produces electrical pulses at its output. The number of 
pulses produced determines the number of incident particl#g, 
while the magnitude of the pulse is proportional to, or has 
a simple relation to, the energy of the incident particle.
The advantages that this method of detection has over other 
methods, such as Oeiger-Muller gas counters, are the very 
rapid response time and the high energy resolution which 
can be obtained, which are very advantageous for ooiaciderce 
measurements•
The first attempts to use a phosphor with a photo­
electric multiplier seem to have been made by Blau and 
Dreyfuss (19^5)» while the first attempts to detect 
individual particles using a scintillation counter seem 
to have been by Curran and Baker (1944).
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The three types of luminescent materials used in 
scintillation counters, apart from gases, are as follows:#.
(a) inorganic crystals (b) organic crystals (o) organic 
liquids and plastics* Organic crystals, liquids and 
plastics are used predoainatoly in high energy nuclear 
physics since the decay time of the luminescence is very 
much faster than the decay time of the luminescence in 
inorganic crystals, and they are therefore better suited to 
the very fast coincidence techniques employed. In low 
energy nuclear physios, on the other hand, inorganic 
crystals are usually used since they have a more proportion­
al energy response than the organic materials and in general 
better energy resolution can be obtained with them. These 
inorganic crystals are usually activated by an impurity to 
increase the efficiency for conversion of particle energy 
into luminescence* The most commonly used inorganic crystals 
are the thallium activated alkali iodides which were 
developed by llofstadter (1946).
In Part X of this thesis, a description is given of a 
novel form of scintillation counting. In order to bring 
out the importance of this work it is necessary to consider 
how the scintillation counter can be used to distinguish 
one type of particle from another and also to review the
other methods of particle detection commonly used. We 
limit ourselves to a consideration of the techniques used 
in low energy nuclear physios. In particular, to a 
consideration of the techniques used in experiments with 
fast neutrons (l4 MeV) since the technique described in 
this tliosis was developed primarily to permit the measurement 
of the energy spectra of particles emitted in n-a and n-p 
nuclear reactions at 14 MeV. Before discussing these methods 
of detection, however, it is convenient first to review the 
experimental difficulties encountered in making such measure­
ments.
1.2. General Considerations of the difficulties encountered
in experiments with fast neutrons.
The measuremont of the energy spectra of particles 
emitted in nuclear reactions induced by fast neutrons from 
tho reaction ^He(d,n)Sle (Q « 17»577 MeV) is rendered difficult 
because of (a) the low flux of neutrons available and (b) 
the backgrounds produced in the detector from nuclear 
reactions induced by the neutrons in the detector and its 
immediate surroundings.
In the experiments, in which we are interested, the 
source of neutrons is usually a tritium-titanium target 
provided by Harwell, in which 1/3 o.c. of tritium gas is 
absorbed into a layer of titanium ( 200p gms/cm thick)
evaporated on to a layer of copper* To a beam of douterons 
of energy 300 KV. this target is 70 KV. thick. An 
extremely mono-energetic source of neutrons is produced,
g
approxioatoly isotropic in distribution. A flux of g % 10
neutrons into 4% can be obtained from such a target for
approximately ten hours# with an average beam current of
approximately 20 p.amp. When this is compared with the
12directed beam of 6 x 10 charged particles/sec. obtainable
in accelorators, with a beam current of 1 p.ampL# it Is
obvious that tho chief problem in neutron experiments will
9be the detection efficiency. This flux of g x 10 neutrons 
into 4x is the maximum obtainable from such tritium-titanium 
targets. The flux cannot be increased by increasing the 
deuteron beam current since tho heat dissipated thon tends 
to ’b u m  up# the tritium-titanium target.
This problem of counting efficiency is also related to 
the low cross sections for the neutron induced reactions and 
tho thin foils of target materials which must be used. The 
medium weight elements have n-p cross section ranging from 
100-500 mb in value (Paul 6 Clarke, 1953)# and are the most 
oonvonicnt to study. In the heavier elements# the Coulomb 
barrier has a dominating influence^and the n-p cross sections 
are in the range 1-10 mb* (Coleman et al., 1959)« Due to
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the greater Coulomb barrier, the values for the n-a cross 
sections would be expected to be correspondingly amallsr 
than the values for the n-p cross sections. Paul and 
Clarke (loo. cit.) find values in the range 20-50 mb. for 
n-a cross sections in medium weight elements and values ix^ 
the range 30-200 mb. for light weight elements. Coleman 
et al. (loo. oit.) find n-a cross sections in heavy slem^ jr^  ^
to have values in the range 0.3-3 mb. It can be seen from 
these values of the n-p and n-a cross sections that the 
yield from such neutron induced reactions would accordingly 
be small. It is not possible to increase the yield by 
increasing the thickness of the target foils since then 
the energy resolution of the emitted particles would be 
impaired by the varying energy loss of the particles leaving 
the target foil.
The extreme penetrability of fast neutrons is iiluitrtt^ fj 
by the fact that about 20 cms. of copper or steel are 
necessary to attenuate the flux by a factor of twenty.
This means that the detector and its surroundings are alwiy^  
irradiated to some extent by fast neutrons which result 
in unavoidable backgrounds being produced. This Is 
particularly serious in detecting particles of energy 1$@^  
than 4 MeV due to the very high flux of low energy 3 aiu *
raya produced. Xt la nocossary, of oourae, that the number 
of background events should be much less than the number of 
events In which we are interested. The signal to background 
ratio can be improved by arranging tlio geometry of the 
experiment so that the flux of neutrons at the target foil
is greater than that at the detector by an appreciable
factor. Thie method has been employed in both nuclear 
emulsion (Allan, 1957) and scintillation counter techniques 
(Colli ot al., 1956). The background in the detector can 
bo kept to a minimum by the use of very heavy elements
such as Pb, hi or Au in the detection arrangement. Carbon
with an extremely negative n,p Q value (-12*59 MeV) Is also 
a good background material with the additional advantage 
over tho heavier elements tliat not so many 3 and Y rays 
are produced when it is irradiated with fast neutrons. 
However its mocl&anical proportioo, and tho reaction 
^^C(n,n') Sio, Q e -7*28 MeV, limit its application.
Although the background due to protons and alpha particles 
etc. nay be reduced by tlio use of the materials mentioned, 
the undesirable background from 3 and Y rays remains.
Finally wo can screen tho detector but this usually reduces 
tho counting efficiency, and the effect of the flux of 
scattered neutrons from the room relative to the direct
flux from the tritium target must be coneidered*
In practice these methods prove fairly successful in
obtaining a suitable signal to background ratio. In
using scintillation counters, however, in which the minimum
thickness of the crystal detector is determined by the
maximum energy of the emitted particles, the low energy
background from p and Y rays always remains. This low
energy background begins at approximately k MoV and
increases exponentially with decreasing energy.
X.3* The Experimental Techniques used in the study of the 
energy soeotra of particles emitted in fast neutron 
reactions.
We now discuss the methods of detection employed in 
exporiments with fast neutrons and how these methods are 
used to distinguish one type of particle from another.
X.3.a. The Nuclear PhotograDhio Emulsion Technique.
In this technique the type of particle is determined 
by the grain density, measured as a function of the length 
of the track, produced by the particle in the emulsion. The 
energy of the particle is doterminod by the length of the 
track. The teclmique has been used successfully to measure 
n-p energy spectra (Brown et al., 19351 Allan, 1957/58/591 
March 6 Morton, 1938a,b,c| Peck, 1937# Haling et al., 1957# 
Armstrong & Rosen, I960; Ahn et al,, i960) and has much to
commend It* In particular the angular distribution of the 
reaction products can be obtained simultaneously with the 
energy spectra* Xt is also very easy to discriminate 
against the background from low energy p and Y rays with 
the result that the lower limit for detection is extended 
to 1 MeV compared with 4 MeV in counter experiments. Target 
foils in the form of separated isotopes can be used* To 
obtain Q sufficient yield, however, it is necessary to use 
fairly thick targets with the result thàit at the lower 
proton energies, largo corrections are necessary for the 
amount of energy lost by tho protons in escaping from the 
target foil* In addition, the range of a low energy proton 
in tho emulsion is very short, and considering the error 
in estimating the track length a greater percentage error 
will be present at the lower energies* Containing hydrogen, 
the photographic emulsion is at a disadvantage in fast 
neutron work due to the large number of recoil protons from 
the n,p scattering reaction in the emulsion* This difficulty 
can be overcome however by a suitable geometry or a shielding 
technique* The most serious criticism is tho difficulty 
of obtaining good statistical errors due to the large time 
Involved in scanning the plates. The best signal to back­
ground ratio obtained is about 3%X# and there is a fairly 
large statistical error in tho spectra* For example, in a
typical experiment, such as that of March and Morton (I958) 
on Ni^^, 2498 tracks were examined of which 792 were due 
to background protons* It is the poor efficiency as well 
as the large scanning time which inhibits the application 
of this method to large numbers of elements. The method 
is also unsuitable for measurements on n-a spectra since 
the tracks produced by the alpha particles are exceedingly 
small and difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish from 
the tracks produced by low energy protons. Again there is 
the difficulty of obtaining good statistical errors.
Kumabe et al, (1957) have in fact used this method to rneasuM 
the n-a spectra front aluminium at 14 MeV.
I.3«b. Scintillation Counter Techniques.
Colli et al. (1956), and lator Jack (l96o)^have used a 
scintillation counter telescope to measure n-p energy spectra 
at l4 MeV in medium weight elements. In this method of 
detection, the energy lost by a particle in a thin crystal, 
or proportional counter, is measured. This serves to 
identify the type of particle. The energy of the particle is 
then measured in a second crystal. A coincidence technique
is then used. Only particles having a sufficient energy
dEloss in the —  counter produce coincidences. In Colli*s 
apparatus, proportional counters filled with (7 cms Hg) CO^ 
were used to measure the energy loss while a thick Csl(Tl)
xo<
crystal was used to measure the energy. The counters were 
constiuoted from materials with a low n-p cross-section 
while the background produced in the Gsl(Tl) crystal was 
kept to a minimum by arranging the geometry so that the 
neutron source was considerably nearer the target foil than 
the GsI(TI) crystal. GsX(Tl) is a suitable choice as 
scintillator because of the low n-p cross sections of Gs^^^ 
and X (Goleman et al., 1959)# With this method a notable 
improvement in the statistical error on n-p spectra are 
obtained. At low proton energies however, the background 
is determined by the random coincidence rate which due to 
the high flux of low energy 3 and Y rays is very large.
This limits the lower energy limit to about 4 MeV and since 
a study of the results obtained using nuclear emulsions 
suggests, that in a typical n-p energy spectra, about 40% 
of the protons have energy between 2-4 MeV, this is quite a 
serious criticism. The angle of acceptance of the protons 
emitted from the target foil is approximately 20^-40^ and 
the method is best suited for measuring the contribution to 
the proton energy spectra from direct interaction as opposed 
to compound nucleus effects. These would be expected to 
contribute mainly in the forward directions. Colli et al. 
were not able to use separated isotopes as targets due to the
rather large target areas required. This difficulty has 
been overcomo by Jack (loc.cit.) who in addition obtained 
a smaller angle of acceptanco and better energy resolution. 
Eubank et al. (1959a,b) have applied this technique to 
n-p measurcmonts on heavier elements but the signal to 
background ratio was never greater than It2. The angular 
distribution of tho protons is of course not obtained from 
a single run, separate runs being required at eacli angle.
Summarising, ue can say that this method has proved 
vory successful in measuring n-p energy spectra at l4 MeV.
The method yields better statietlca than the nuclear emulsions 
technique but has the disadvantage of being unsuitable for use 
in measuring the energy spectra below 4 MoV. Xt has not yet 
been applied to measuring n-a spectra at 14 MeV., although 
such an application might bo possible.
Storey ot al. (i960) have developed a toclmiquo for 
measuring the n-p energy spectra from medium weight elements, 
in which a single CaX(Tl) crystal is used as tho detector.
The background in the Csl(Tl) crystal is reduced by means of 
a brass shielding slab. The tritium target and soparatod 
isotope target foil lie in the plane of thie slab while the 
CsX(Tl) crystal lice in the goomotrical shadow of the slab, 
with its plane parallel to tho surface of tho slab (Fig.I^l)
target foil
c ]
CsllTI)
crystal neutron attenuating 
slab
tritium
target
Figure 1.1. Shielding arrangement used by Storey et al.
(i960) in measuring the proton energy spectra 
from medium weight elements on bombardment 
with 14 MeV neutrons.
The solid angle la approximately The flux of neutrons 
at the crystal is then considerably attenuated relative to 
the flux at the target. Considering the extremely an­
isotropic angular distribution of elastically scattered 
fast neutrons, there may be an appreciable number of 
elastically scattered neutrons in the neighbourhood of 
tho target foil. This will affoot cross-soction measure­
ments to some extent, but not the energy resolution^since 
these neutrons scattered in tho forward direction will 
have practically their original energy due to the small 
centre of mass effect involved. This method was designed 
to avoid contributions to tho spectra from direct inter­
actions and proved succo&eful, good statistics being 
rci^dily obtained. Again, however, it cannot bo used to 
make measurements on tho energy spectra below 4 MeV., 
because of the very intense 0 and Y ray backgrounds. As 
mentioned earlier^it is desirable to make such measurements. 
In this method no attempt is made to distinguish between 
different typos of particle. It is assumed that because of 
the smaller cross sections, and in the case of alpha 
particles the smaller effective thickness of the target, 
contributions to tho spectra from n-d, n-a etc. reactions 
can bo ignored.
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Many n-a, n-p and n-d cross sections have been 
measured using activation methods. Â sample of the 
material is irradiated and the radio-aotlvity produced is 
measured. Paul & Clarke (loc.cit.) and Coleman et al. (loo. 
cit.) have used this method fairly extensively. Where 
necessary radio-chemical techniques are employed.
1.4. The need for the present programme.
We can say that, at the time the author began his 
research, the difficulties encountered in experiments with 
fast neutrons had to a very large extent been surmounted, 
particularly in n-p experiments, by the techniques described 
in the previous section. Most of these are, of course, 
perfectly general and can be applied to experiments not 
involving neutrons. Measurements on the energy spectra of 
the alpha particles emitted in n-a reactions had not been 
made, however, mainly because of the very low cross sections 
for the reactions and the very thin target foils which must 
be used. These factors make it very difficult to obtain a 
suitable signal to background ratio. The proton background 
in the detector would be expected to mask the alpha particle 
spectra. The very short range of the alpha particle in 
nuclear emulsions inhibits the use of this teclmique* In 
addition, measurements using electronic techniques on the 
proton energy spectra emitted in n-p reactions had, as we 
have seen, been limited to energies greater than 4 MeV.
*4*
xt vas desirable that a method be found of making such 
measurements•
The generally accepted theory of such reactions at 
intermediate energies with medium weight elements is tho 
statistical theory as described in Blatt 6 Weisskopf (iggZ) 
and attributed to Weisskopf (1937) # The theory is based 
on the assumption that the nuclear reaction is separable 
into two distinct stages, the formation and decay of a 
compound nucleus, the decay being independent of the mode 
of formation and being determined principally by the 
availability of levels in the residual nucleus, It has 
become clear, however, from measurements of the energy spectra 
of the particles emitted in reactions such as (p,p#), (n,p), 
(a,p) etc. that this theory In its original form is in­
adequate to explain all of the experimental results.
This situation has led to other possible explanations 
of the mode of these reactions. It has been suggested that 
a direct interaction process takes place in which no compound 
nucleus is formed. This direct interaction may be a surface 
direct interaction (McManus 6 Sharp, 1952; Austern et al.
1953# 1958 Butler et al., 1958) or a volume direct inter­
action (llayakawa et al., 1955; Brown & Muirhead, 1957) #
Some doubt has been cast on the validity of the volume
direct interaction theories by the work of Elton and Gomes, 
1957, and Glenderming, 1959,
Several authors» (Colli et al#» 1957b; Thomooti» 1956; 
Gu^olot, 195^; Cohen» 1953) t have sug;goated tliat Wolsakopf *s 
theory should perhaps be modified since the decay of the 
compound nuolous might bo governed by coleotion rules which 
depend upon the energy of the omitted particle#
No model exists» however » which can explain all the 
observed experimental results and any further results which 
substantiate one or other of the proposed theories will be 
moat useful#
In particular, moaaurcments on n«*a reactions would be 
most helpful since this reaction might bo oxpoctod to 
proceed almost entiroly by compound nucleus formation and 
the results obtained would be expected to agree with the 
predictions of the statistical theory# If this is not the 
case the implication would bo that alxdia particlea exist 
inside tlie nucleus# llaasuroments of tho energy spectra of 
protons of energy less than 4 MeV» emitted in n»p and n-np 
reactions could again bo compared with statistical theory 
predictions and would bo expected to be in fairly good 
agreement with those predictions#
To make such moasurements» a now technique was required 
which could discriminato against electrons in the presence 
of protonsIand protons in tho presonoo of alplxa particles#
A method for distinguishing between particles had been
GUggoatcd by Wilkinson (19)2). In this method a sandwich 
of two crystals » called a x>hoswiohf is wade* Tho luwih*» 
esccnco (in one of tho crystals) has a characteristic 
Blow decay time while the luminescence in the other crystal 
has a characteristic fast decay time* Particles passing 
through both crystals produce a pulse witli a decay time 
containing the characteristics of both crystals while 
particles 0tox>plng in or passiitg through a single crystal 
produce a pulse characteristic of that crystal* Electronic 
techniques are then used to distinguish botween the different 
types of pulse. This techni(xue has boon used by Whetstone 
et al* (1958) as a |>hoto-proton scintillation spectrometer*
The phoswich# in this case, consists of Nal(Tl) and a 
plastic scintillator* The range of the Nal(Tl) crystal is 
exactly that of the highest energy proton to be detected*
All protons therefore atop in the Nal(Tl) crystal, producing 
a pulse with the charaotoristio decay time of the luminescence 
in Nal(Tl)* Electrons however pass through tho Nal(Tl) 
crystal into the plastic and produce a pulse with a decay 
time containing tlie characteristics of both crystals* This 
results in a spike being produced in the pulses due to 
electrons* An electronio technique then distinguishes 
between proton and electron induced pulses* This technique 
did not seem particularly suited to neutron work however 
because of the high background which would be produced in
the phoawlch. Xn the above form It is also unsuitable for 
distinguishing protons from alpha particles although, with 
modification, this could perhaps be acomsplished*
Storey et al. (1958), working at Glasgow, found, 
shortly after the author began his research, that the decay 
time of the lumineecenco produced in a crystal of Csl(Tl) 
by an ionising particle, is dependent on the density of 
ionization produced by tho particle. Tho decay time of the 
lumlnoscenco is therefore different for alpha particles, 
protons and electrons. This was clearly an additional factor 
which miglit be developed to overcome the difficulties 
mentioned above and make it possible to extend the measure­
ment of the energy spectra of protons emitted in n-p 
reactions to lower energies, and perhaps provide tlie first 
method of nousuring the energy spectra of alpha particlea 
omitted in n^a roactioaa. Alpha particles could be dis­
criminated from prototiB and protons could be discriminated 
from low energy electrons, by the decay tlmo of the lumin­
escence they produce in CsX(Tl).
1.5. Present Pro^rcBmxo.
Tho author therefore undertook the development of an 
electronic toclmique which would employ thio difference 
in tho decay time of the luminescence to discriminate one 
type of particle from another. Ue Imvc aeon that there was
16.
a need for such a technique in low energy neutron phyaioa.
The technique would, of course, be perfectly general in 
application and could bo applied equally veil to Y-p 
meaauremonta, for example, vfhere the background of low 
energy oleotrons ia again inhibiting. If successful the 
technique would be a useful and valuable instrumental 
addition to the commonly used teolmi<iues in low energy 
nuclear physics. Essentially tho technique would consist 
of a single CsX(Tl) crystal capable of measuring the 
energy loss, and the energy, E, of a particle. It
would constitute an advonco in the to clinique of scintillation 
counting. The ddvelox>ment of this tochniquo was the main 
purpose of the work described in Part X of this thesis.
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Particle Selection In Crystals of CslfTll.
Chanter IX»
The work described in this chapter la the development 
of an electronic technique, suitable for use in low energy 
nuclear physios experiments, which uses the difference 
in the decay timos of the luninosccnce produced in crystals 
of CsX(TI) by electrons, protons and alpha particlea to 
distinguish eleotrona from protons, electrons from alpha 
particles, and alpha particles from protons.
II. 1. Experimental TechnltiUo.
II.1(a) . "Current* and Voltrif^ e* Pulses.
It will bo advantageous to first consider the two 
types of pulse which can be obtained from a photo-oloctric 
multiplier tube, used in a scintillation counter. The first 
we shall call the "voltago* pulse, the second we shall
I
rotor to as the * current * pulse.
Tho "voltage* pulse is obtained by arranging the time 
constant at a dynodo of the photomultiplier to be very 
long in comparison with the decay time of tho luminescence 
produced in tho luminescent material. Tlie rise time of 
this pulso is then governed by tho decay time of tho 
luminescence and will be different for pulses produced by
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different types of particle. The "voltage* pulse decays 
with the electronic time constant at the dynode.
The "current" pulse is obtained by arranging the 
time constant at a dynode of the p h o t o m u l 1 1er to bo 
very short in comparison with tho decay time of the 
luminescence. The rise time of this pulse is governed by 
the transit tlmo of the photomultiplier and the rise time 
of the luminesconce. The decay time of thla pulse is 
equal to the decay time of the luminosconco and is therefore 
different for pulses produced by different particles (Storey 
et al. loo. cit.).
Tlie "voltage" pulse is in fact the integrated "current" 
pulse.
Doth the "current" and "voltage" pulse are used in 
the course of the %^ ork described in this thesis. Photographs 
of these pulses produced by alpha particles and electrons 
from an HCA 6810 photomultiplier are shown in figure II.l^,b 
using CaX(Tl) as the luaineocent material. The difference 
in the decay times of the luminescence produced by alpha 
particles and electrons is readily seen.
ZX.l(b). Alnha nartiole - electron diecrimination.
The decay of the luminescence produced in standard 
crystals of CsX(Tl) by ionizing particles was found by
20a.
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Voltage pulse produced by alpha particles.
Voltage pulse produced by electrons.
Figure Xl.l(a). Photographs of the "voltage" pulses
produced by electrons and alpha particles 
from an H.O.A. 6810 photomultiplier, using 
CsI(TX) as the luminescent material. The 
time scale on the oscilloscope was 2 ps/cm.
Current pulse produced by alpha particles.
Current pulse produced by electrons.
Figure ll.l(b). Photographs of the "current* pulses
produced by electrons and alpha 
particles from an R.C.A.6810 photo­
multiplier using CsX(TI) as the 
luminescent material. The time 
scale on the oscilloscope was 0 
ps/cm.
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Gtoroy ot al. (loo. olt.) to consist of two exponential 
components %% and 1^ ). .
Tho values of the short and long components # and 
reepeotively, of the decay time of the lurainesoence produced 
by alpha particles and electrons (under concentration of 
thallium 0,1^) are limiting values oft » 0.42 p.sec. ;
"XlC “ 0.7 p.sec. ; " 7 |ie. The subscripts are
used to denote the type of particle producing the luminescence. 
This difference in the values of and has been
used in the technique described below to discriminate alpha 
particles from electrons. A block diagram of the apparatus 
is shown in figure 11.2. Voltage pulses from tho photo­
multiplier R.C.A. 6810A are recorded in the usual way by 
the pulse height analyser (Hutchinson-Scarrott type) when 
Q gate is supplied by a circuit which effectively inspects 
the decay time of the "current* pulse from the photomultiplier. 
TIio circuit is arranged to produce no gate when the original 
current puloe was due to an electron in tho Csl(Tl) crystal. 
This is done by clipping the current pulse at the peak 
height to obtain a narrow pulse of the opposite polarity 
which ia used to charge up a condenser through two crystal 
diodes. The value of a leakage resister in parallel with 
the condenser can be varied (or tuned) to make tho decay
time of the pulse across the condenser coincide with the
Crystal
J a
Photo­
multiplier
-----
Amplifier
( 1,100)
 >—
(01,100)
Amplifier
- O — 1
CJippin? Amplifier 
Unit (01,100)
Linear
Pulse-Height 
Analyser
Input
Mixer
Tuner
Amplhner
Gate
Input
Pulse
Shaper
Figure 11.2. Block Diagram of the apparatus. The
numbers shown in brackets are the 
differentiation and Integration time 
constants in the amplifiers. The 
integration time constant is given 
first.
Out
I MO -, 01
Out
•0004 IkQ
MixerTuner
Figure 11.3. Circuits for the •tuner* and *mixer* in
figure 11.2.
value of . When this pulse ia mixed with the
original current pulse the sum of the two is very small
for electrons and sufficiently large for alpha particles
to ovorccme tho bias in a discriminator on the input of
a pulse shaper which supplies a suitable gating pulse to
the pulse height analyser* The circuits for the * tuner*
and *mixer* in figure XX*2 are very simple but are given
for convenience in figure IX*3* The amplifiers used are
X*D«L* typo Ho*652* Tho clipping unit is a standard circuit
using throf C\T. I38 valves* The pulse is clipped at the
anode of the first valve, inverted in the second valve and
fed to the noxt stage of tho circuit via tho third valvo,
which acts as a cathode follower* The pulse shaper which
supplies the gate for the kioksorter consists simply of a
flip flop designed to give a gO volt negative pulse, rising
to 20 volts in 0*1 p.s., suitable for gating the kioksorter*
The operation of the circuit is illustrated by the
pulse height distributions in figures XX*4 and 5 which were
210obtained using alpha particles from Po and gamma rays 
from ThC^^(EY « 2.6 and 0.5 MeV)* These clearly demonstrate 
tho ability of the circuit to detect only alpha particles 
in the presence of strong electron backgrounds* Figure
6001
Electrons400
200
Alphas
Pulse Height (v)
Figure II.4* Pulse height distribution of pulses frees
the "mixer* due to 2.5 MeV alpha particlea 
and 0.5Ô MeV and 2.6 MeV gamma rays.
400
(a)
200
400
200
(C)
400
200
Figura IX*5» Pulse height distributions of tho * voltage* 
pulses from tho photomultiplier. In (a) and
(b) the CsX(Xl) orystal was exposed to alpha 
partiolos and gamma rays for the same time and 
under the samo conditions in which the distri­
bution shown in figure IX,V was obtained. In
(a) all pulses were recorded by the pulse heiglit 
analyser, Xn (b) the gating pulse was used to 
select only pulses due to alpha particles. In
(c) the gamma ray source was removed and all 
pulses recorded for tho same time as in (a) and
(b). The peak due to 2,3 MeV alpha particles is 
indicated by an arrow, pulses above this peak in 
(b) and (o) are clue to higher energy alpha 
particles.
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11,4 le the pulse height distribution of pulses from 
the  ^mixer * when the CsX(Tl) crystal was exposed to 2,5 MeV 
alpha particles and gamma rays. It can be seen that the 
bias on the discriminator following the *mixer* can be set 
above the height of pulses due to electrons. Statistical 
fluctuations in the peak heights of the original current 
pulses are the main cause of the relatively large width of 
the peak due to alpha particles and the finite sise of 
pulses due to electrons. The latter sets an upper limit 
to the electron energy if pulses due to electrons are to 
be avoided completely. A further cause of the finite size 
of pulses due to electrons is the nature of the decay of 
the luminescence produced by electrons in the Csl(Tl) 
crystal. This decay is not purely exponential in form but, 
as mentioned earlier, is composed of two decay time 
components, and • The * tuned * pulse is at the
best on approximation to this complex decay being purely 
exponential in form. This causes a mismatch in the two 
pulses arriving at the mixer. For this reason it is 
perhaps surprising that the method works at all.
The pulse height distributions shown in figure XX.5 
are for the voltage pulses from the photomultiplier.
Figure II,5(u) shows the usual distribution obtained by 
allowing the pulse height analyser to record all pulses.
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Figure 11.5(b) showe tho effect of the gating pulse in 
selecting only pulses due to alpha particles. The position 
of tho gamma ray source and tho polonium source wore kept 
fixed in obtaining the distributions in figureaj^, 5a and 
b^and the counting time in each case was two minutes. The 
gamma ray source was removed to obtain the distribution 
in figure II.5(0) which was measured by allowing the pulse 
analyser to record all pulses again for two minutes. The 
points in figures 11.5(b) and (c) above the peak for 2.5 MeV 
alpha particles are due to alpha particles from polonium on 
the thin foil reflector above the CsX(Tl) crystal. The 
success with which alpha particles can be detected in the 
presence of strong electron backgrounds is readily seen.
A comparison of figures 11.5(b) and (o) shows that the 
suppression of the electron background has not interfered 
with the alpha particle spectrum except that the coincidence 
technique has produced a very slight decrease in the 
resolution. 13y * tuning* to the decay time component 
instead of '^\Z , we could discriminate against alpha
particles. We are unlikely, however, to wish to do this 
in any nuclear experiment.
Further tests were now made to sco if the technique 
could bo used to distinguish protons from electrons, and 
protons from alpha particles.
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XX*X(c)« Proton-Electron Discrimination.
Before the technique could be said to be satisfactory 
three tests were necessary.
For protons the value of the short component of the
decay of the luminescence produced by protons, ,
varies with the energy of the proton according to the density
of ionization produced in the CsX(Tl) crystal. For high
energy protons ( ^  15 HeV) 'TCip would be very similar to
"Yie • In an experiment using the technique described
above to eliminate electron backgrounds it might therefore
be possible to detect only protons of less than a certain
maximum energy since high energy protons might be removed
as electrons. Tests were made using protons of energy
l4#8 MeV obtained from the ^He(d^p)^He reaction (Q » 17#8
HeV). It was found that these protons could easily be
discriminated from the electrons produced in the crystal
11by gamma rays from the ThC source and were detected with 
100^ efficiency. The pulse they produced from the *raixer* 
was in fact of the same magnitude as that produced by an 
alpha particle of energy 2 MeV.
When the gains of the R.C.A. 6810A photomultiplier 
and the I.D.L. amplifiers used in the circuit are adjusted 
so that the pulses produced from the photomultiplier by 
protons of energy 15 MeV are not saturated, it is clear
that protons of loss than a certain minimum energy will 
not be discriminated from electrons with 100^ efficiency*
The statistical fluctuations on the pulses produced by 
protons of energy ^  this minimum energy will become 
very serious and the detection efficiency will gradually 
decrease as the proton energy decreases. Figures XX.6(a) 
and (b) show the results of teats to find this minimum 
energy* These figures show that protons of energy 1*5 MoV, 
obtained from the reaction ^U(^H »p)^H (Q a 4-4.04 HeV), 
can be readily discriminated from the intense electron 
backgrounds produced in the CbI(TI) crystal by the gamma 
rays from the ThC^^ source. In obtaining the spectra shown 
in figures XX.6(a) and (b), the deuteron beam in the H.T. 
set was not monitored absolutely, a steady beam was 
maintained for five minutes. The spectra shown are in 
fact the average of six single runs in each case. Xt was 
found that the variation in the single spectrum was less 
than 4^. This variation was greater than the variation 
between the single and coincidence spectra and it seemed 
reasonable to assume that the proton detection efficiency 
was 100^. Protons of energy 1/2 HeV were in fact detected 
with only 90^ efficiency, duo to the statistical fluctuations 
on the pulses produced from the photomultiplier. This 
results in a spread in the size of the pulses they produce
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Fleure 11.6. Pulse lielcltt distribution* of tho ‘voltage*
pulses from tho photomultiplier. In (a) all 
pulses were recorded by the pulse height 
analyser. In (b) the gating pulse was used 
to select only pulse* due to protons. Tho 
peak due to 1.5 MoV protons is denoted by 
an arrow. Tho gamma rays wore obtained from 
a Th(j source.
from the mixer, w  illustrated in figure II#4 for 3.) KeV 
alpha partiolos. Tho pulses from the mixer do not„ a# a 
result, ovurcome «ho bias levol in ttie discriminât or 
folluwin^ tho mix$r, set to reject electron pulees from 
tho mixer, with 1)0^  ^offioionoy and the detection mffioiQQçy 
corrospondia^ly dicreasoo. Protons of this energy cam be 
detected with 100^ efficiency by inoreaaing the photo*» 
multiplier gain bit then the pulses produced by high energy 
protons are aatur&tod.
These tests ihowed that protons of cner^ py 1-15 MeV 
could be simultaneously discriminated, using tho above 
to Clinique, from tio electron backgrounds produced In a 
CsI(Tl) crystal bf gatuiia rays of energy 1-3 MoV.
The third, aad perhaps most important tost, was now 
made. A study of the circuitry shows tliat the magnitude 
of tho pulse produced from the *aixor* Is proportional to 
tho energy of tho exciting particle. Xt is true that when 
we aro * tuned* to the value *YT|C. a nidi should, theoretically 
be produced from the *mixor* by all onorgiea of electrons.
Wo have seen, however, for the reasons given in section 
II.I(b), that this is not tho case. Tho electron produced 
pulses from the * mixer* are in fact of finite size and are 
proportional to the initial energy of the electrons. Tlius 
a bias sotting in tho discrialnator following the *mlxer*,
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set to reject pulses produced by 3 MoV gamma rays# might 
not be suffioient to reject pulses produced by 6 HeV 
gamma rays* The technique would as a result be limited 
in energy range* In fact tests indicated# tliut# in its 
above form# tho technique was indeed limited in energy 
range. It was found# for example# that if the bias setting 
in the discriminator following tho mixer was act to reject 
pulses produced by 6 MsY gamma raye with lOO^ efficiency# 
then the lowest energy protons detectable with 100/G 
efficiency were of energy 4 HeV* Protons of smaller energy 
did not produce a pulse from the mixer of sufficient 
magnitude to overcome this bias setting and the detection 
efficiency gradually fell off. In a similar manner the 
dotoction efficiency for higher enorsy gamme^rays gradually 
increased.
Summarising# one can say that protons of energy up to 
at least 14 HeV can bo discriminated from electrons using 
the difference in the decay times of the luminescence they 
produce in Csl(Tl). The technique described above for 
doing this# however# is in its above form very limited in 
energy range ( ^  2 MeV)•
Il.l(d). Alpha Partiole-Proton Discrimination.
The tests described in section II.l(C) liad to be
repeated for this case.
In this case# however# for low energy protons is
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very similar to and we must find the minimum energy
which pro tone can have and still bo discriminatod from
alpha particles with 100^ efficiency* Teste showed that
this minimum energy was 3*5 MeV* For protons of lower
energy is almost identical to X\a  » and statistical
fluctuations make it impossible to discriminate these low
energy protons from alpha particles with 100^ efficiency*
This minimum energy of 3*5 MoV corresponds to an alpha
particle energy of 3 MeV (Fulmer and Cohen, 193^) and as
a result the use of a technique of the type described above
in discriminating alpha particles from protons is limited
to alpha particles of energy greater than 5 MeV*
The energy range of the technique, in its above form,
in discriminating between alpha particles and protons is
illustrated in figures XX*7(a) and (b) * Xn this case we
were tuned to * Figure XX*7(a) shows the spectra
obtained when a lithium target was bombarded by douterons,
allowing the pulse analyser to record all pulses* Xn this
spectrum the proton groups at 4*1 and 4*6 HeV correspond to
transitions to the ground state and first excited state of
Li from the ground state of Li, by the reaction Li(d^p)
^Li (q e 13*02 MeV)* The alpha particle group at 8 MeV
L
corresponds to transitions to the ground state Of Ue
by the reaction ^Li(d^a)Sie (Q « 22*373 HeV)* The low energy
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Fleure II.7# Pulee height distribution of voltage puises
from the photomultiplier. In (a) all pulses 
were recorded by the pulse height analyser.
In (b) the gating pulse was used to select 
only pulses due to protons. Hie peaks due to 
protons of 4.1 MoV and 4.6 MeV are denoted by 
solid arrows. The peak due to 8 HeV alpha 
X>artides is denoted by the dotted arrow. The 
low energy pulses in (a) are duo to electrons. 
Those are eliminated in (b) because they do 
not produce a pulse of sufficient magnitude 
from the mixer to overcome the bias in a 
discriminator set to reject the high energy 
alpha particles.
pulses are Uu® o low omorgy olectrona and gamma rays. 
Figure 11.7(b) learly fshowa tho alpha particle group at 
8 MeV being ©Xliaated leaving tho proton groupe at 4.1 
and 4.6 MoV. T® reeolmtion hae been slightly impaired 
by tho coincide^® toclimique. Tho low energy pulses due 
to eleotrona ah gamma rays wore also oliminatod. In this 
case this was do to thieir not producing a xiulae of 
Bufficient magntud© from the •mixer* to overcome the bias 
in the disorioiator following tho •mixer*, ect to reject 
tho high energy alpha particles. This again dcmonatratoa 
the dependence enorg;y of tho magnitude of the imlee 
from the •mixer # In n similar fashion the detection 
efficiency for >rotona of onorgy Ioro than 2.5 MoV 
gradually deoreioea. Tho detection efficiency gradually 
iucreasoB for apha particles with energy greater than 
those in tho po^ k of figure 11.7(a).
The speotri shown in figuras 11.7(a) and (b) are again 
in each ease th> average of six five minute runs. Again 
the variation 1» the number of x>rotons in the peaks in 
tho single spectra obtainod, was greater than the variation 
between the ainjl® and coincidence spectra and it again 
eeomod reasonable to aasumo lOO^ i detection effioioncy for 
tho protons.
Summarising one can say that alpha particles of 
energy greater than S HeV can be discriminated from protons 
by the difference in the decay times of the luminescence 
they produce in Csl(Tl). The range of the technique 
describod above is limited to about 4 HcV.
A final tost of the technique, in its above form, 
was then made in which alpha particle, proton and electron 
produced pulses of equal height wore passed through the 
apparatus* Tho circuit was found to separate these in 
the expooted manner* No pulse was produced from tiie 
•nixer* for electrons* The proton pulse from the •mixer* 
varied in magnitude according to the onorgy of the proton, 
but was always less than the pulse produced from the *mixer* 
by alpha particles*
11.2. Possible Improvemonta of the Technique*
The results presented in the previous sections were 
encouraging. Even with its limited energy range, the 
technique in its above form would have been of some use 
in nuclear physics. Xt could have been used, for example, 
to permit the measurement of the angular distribution of 
alpha particle groups, corresponding to transitions in 
nuclei, which would otherwise be masked by proton groups. 
Again in an n-p experiment at 14 HeV, in which the 
measurement of the proton spectra is inïiibited below 4 
MeV by the low energy electron background, the technique
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could have been used to extend the measurements to 2 MeV. 
The limited energy range was, hoifover, undesirable and 
for this reason possible improvements in the technique 
wore oonsidered.
The technique could possibly have been improved by 
making use of the faot that the greater in magnitude the 
pulse from tho *mixor*, the greater, also, is the magnitude 
of tho original voltage pulse from the photomultiplier. 
Feeding the pulao from the mixer to the grid of a valvo 
and the original voltage pulao, arranged to be of opposite 
polarity, to the screen of this valve would produce a 
pulse from tho anode of this valvo whose magnitude is 
indopondent of the energy of a particle but is dependent 
solely on particle type. This pulse could then be used 
to provide a gat© for the pulse height analyser in the 
usual vayè This would overcome the previous difficulty 
of limited energy range.
A second possibility was ^he following. If, for 
example, discrimination was required between protons and 
electrons, then instead of • tuning* precisely to 
30 as to produce a null from the •mixer* for electrons, 
we could tune to a value between and %ip so that
protons and electrons would produce pulses of opposite 
polarity from the 'mixer* as illustrated in figure XX.8.
33Lo#.
Figure II.8# By tuning to a value of ^  between ^ tC*
and Tip , pulses are obtained from the 
•mixer* which are proportional to the 
shaded areas* Tho pulses from the *mixer* 
are positive for protons and negative for 
electrons.
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In this way# the major difficulty of the *null* method 
of tuning would be overcome. The polarity of the pulse 
from the •mixer* would depend on the decay time of the 
luminescence produced by a particle and its magnitude 
would then be unimportant•
Finally# changing the thallium concentration in the 
CsX(TI) crystal# or altering its temperature# might have 
resulted in a greater difference in the decay times of 
the luminescence produced by different types of particle# 
and pulse shape discrimination would clearly have been 
much easier. Again# it was possible that another crystal 
in which the decay time was more dependent on the ionization 
density could have been found. (Experiments on the 
luminescence of alkali halide crystals were in fact made to 
investigate these possibilities. A description of these 
experiments forms the basis of part II of this thesis 
entitledt- Associated Experiments on the Luminescence of 
Alkali Halides. It suffices# at present# to remark that# 
in fact# no improvement can be made in the technique In 
any of these ways).
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II.3» Final Form of the Technique.
It is found that the second method for improving the 
technique# diecuesed in the previous section# proves very 
successful. The circuitry is identical to that in figure
II.2. In discriminating between protons and electrons# the 
HC time constant in the * tuner* is arranged to be inter­
mediary in value between T\p and ^ 10 # Electrons# after
amplification# then produce positive pulses from the mixer 
while protons produce negative pulses. Photographs of the 
pulses produced by electrons from Th and 2.5 HeV protons 
are shown in figure 11.^, This positive pulse# produced from 
the * mixer * by electrons # is then used to produce an anti- 
coincidence in a proportional gate circuit and in this way 
electron produced pulses are not recorded on the pulse 
height analyser. In a similar way discrimination is possible 
between protons and alpha particles# and alpha particles and 
electrons. The proportional gate circuit is shown in 
appendix I.
Used in this manner the energy range of the technique is
very considerably increased.
Tests showed that in discriminating between protons and
electrons# we could readily discriminate against all electrons 
with energies greater than 1 MeV# at the same time detecting 
all protons with energies between 1-15 HeV. Tlie upper limit on 
the proton energy is due to the similarity in the decay of the
luminescence produced by electrons and hig^ energy protons.
The lower limit on the
34a.
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Figure XX.9* Photograph of the pulses produced from the
•mixer* by 2.5 MeV protons and electrons 
from the ThC^Ï source. Xn this photograph 
the electron pulses are positive# the pulse 
from the *mixer* having been inverted and 
amplified in an X.D.L. amplifier. The 
time scale on the oscilloscope was 2 ps/cm.
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electron energy is a result of the fact that when the 
gains of the photomultiplier and amplifier are set so 
that pulses produced by protons of energy I5 MeV are not 
saturated# then the pulse produced from the •mixer* by 
electrons of energy less thar 1 ieV cannot be used to 
produce an anticoincidence in the gate circuit* The 
original voltage pulses produced by these electrons are 
then recorded on the pulse height analyser. This lower 
energy limit can be decreased by increasing the gain of 
the photomultiplier but only at the expense of rejecting 
high energy protons. The energy range of the technique 
is thus 1-15 MeV# more than sufficient for our purpose.
In tests in which protons were discriminated from 
alpha particles# it was found that we could readily 
discriminate against all protons with energies between 
3a-15 MeV at the same time detecting all alpha particles 
with energies in this range. At 3 MeV approximately l6?i 
of the protons are detected as alpha particles. Because 
of the different response of Csl(Tl) to alpha particles 
and protons^ this proton energy range corresponds to an 
alpha particle energy range of 5-16.5 MeV. The lower 
limit in the proton energy is# in this case# due to the 
similarity in the decay time of the luminescence produced 
by protons of less than 3.5 MeV and alpha particles.
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The protons used in these tests were obtained from
the ^He(djp)^He and reactions. The electrons
were produced in the CsX(Tl) crystal by the gamma rays
11of energy 2.6 HeV from a ThC source. Alpha particles 
were obtained from a ^^^Po source (5 MeV) and the ^Li(d#a) 
^He reaction (8 MeV). High energy electrons and alpha 
particles were simulated by using the and ThC^^
sources and increasing the gain of the photomultiplier 
till the pulse heights they produced were the same as 
would have been produced by 15 MeV alpha particles and 
electrons respectively.
XX.4. Discussion.
We now briefly compare the technique described above 
with similar techniques which have been developed in 
parallel with the author*s research.
I» CUT.) th. r.ti. of i.
different for alpha particles# protons and electrons.
R.B. Owen (1959) presents a circuit which uses this fact 
to discriminate between them. Owen does not examine the 
energy range over which the device operates but Dosch et 
al. (i960) have developed this circuit for use in a Y-p 
experiment at 35 HeV. Their results indicate that 
discrimination between protons and electrons is possible 
between at least 2J-12 MeV. They hope to use it for
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discriminating between alpha particles and protons in 
Y-a reactions# also at 35 HeV* The circuit ap%)ears to 
operate just as successfully as the one described above*
Booker (i960) discusses the use of a circuit developed 
by Biggerstaff & Becker (1959) for discriminating alpha 
particles from protons. This technique# however, has a 
very limited energy range*
IlrehusB (i960) describes a method of particle 
discrimination which uses the fact that, in the emission 
spectra of Csl(Tl) more shorter wavelength photons are 
produced by electrons than by particles producing greater 
ionization densities. Two photomultipliers view a single 
CsI(ti) crystal. Between the crystal and the photo­
multipliers are placed filters which pass wavelengths X y  
and ^ 500m p respectively. From the multiplier with
the filter passing wavelengths ^  500m p, a pulse is
obtained which differs for different particles* From the 
other photomultiplier a pulse is obtained which is identical 
for all particles. These |)ulses are then used to dis­
criminate between different types of particle. The lowest 
energy of alpha particle which can be discriminated from 
electrons is of energy 1*7 MeV# due to statistical 
fluctuations on the pulses. The method does not appear 
to be as successful as any of the other methods described.
Finally Owen (1959) ami Brooks (1959) Have developed 
a similar tocimicxuo to discrimimite neutrons from Y-raya. 
This depends on the difference in th© luminescence produced 
in organic phoBpliovs by protons and electrons. The neutron 
produces a • knock on* proton in tho organic phosphor which 
is then distinguished from the electrons produced by the 
Y-raya by the difference in the detailed composition of 
the decay of the liiminosconce they produce.
All of these particle discrimination tecîmiquoa using 
CaX(Tl) as tho phosphor suffer from two limitations;-
(a) Since tho decay time of the luminescence produced by 
protons varies with energy, there is a lower limit to the 
energy of protons which can be discriminated from alpha 
particles and an upper limit to the energy of protons 
which can be discriminated from electrons.
(b) Because of the lengths of tlm d e c a y  times of the 
lumiaesconce in CsX(Tl), tiie analysis time involved in all 
jiueh techniques is of the order of a few microseconds.
This might result in pulae pile up for very high counting 
rates.
Xt is fair to say that the use of pulse sîiape analysis 
discrimination constitutes an important advance in the
te clinique of scintillation counting and constitutes a 
useful instrumental addition to the techniques of low 
energy nuclear physics* The work presented in this 
chapter was the first technique of this nature to be 
published. It is also fair to say that the purpose of 
the work in this part of the thesis had been accomplished* 
The development of an electronic method for discrimination 
between different types of particles had been acdiieved.
Part X.
The Use of Pulse Shape Analysis Dlacrimlnation 
in Reducing the Backgrounds Produced in a CeX(Tl) 
drvstal on Irradiation ifith Neutrons.
Chanter XXI.
In this chapter, the use of the puls© shape discrimin­
ation technique is illustrated in reducing the unwanted, 
but unavoidable, backgrounds produced in a Csl(Tl) crystal 
on irradiation with neutrons. The technique is perfectly 
general in application in low energy nuclear physics but 
since we are primarily interested in its applications in 
neutron physics at 14 MeV, its use can best be illustrated 
in this manner.
Ill.1. The Backgrounds Produced in a CsXCt i ) Crystal on 
Irradiation with Neutrons.
Me must first consider the nature of the backgrounds
which are produced when CsX(Tl) is Irradiated with neutrons.
These will formi the backgrounds in experiments of the type
n-a, n-p etc. in which a Csl(Tl) crystal is used as the
detector, and the reductions in these backgrounds produced
by the use of the pulse shape analysis technique will be a
measure of its us© in neutron physics.
Le expect the main contribution to the background
produced to b© protons from the reactions ,
1 27 1
and X(n p)  ^Te. Alpha particle emission is iïiliibited
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by the very large Coulomb barrier and the cross sections 
for the reactions (n,a)^^^I and ^^^l(n#a)^^^Sb are
as a result considerably smaller than the n-p cross 
sections. Deuteron emission would be expected to show 
itself in the form of structure in the spectra correspond­
ing to transitions to single levels in the residual nucleus. 
At low energies we expect the background to consist almost 
entirely of low energy 3 and Y-rays.
In the following sections the results of measurements 
on these backgrounds are presented.
XlX.l(a). Experimental Arrangement.
The CsX(TI) crystal (fl”x 0.4 mm) was mounted quite 
rigidly with 0.005” platinum wire in a brass chamber at a 
distance of 1,5* from the glass cap which formed the bottom 
of the chamber. The inside of the chamber was lined with 
silvered lead to act as a light reflector and at the same 
time to reduce the background in the CsX(Tl) crystal from 
external sources. A very thin aluminium foil (0.00003”) 
was placed behind the crystal to act as a light reflector. 
The chamber was evacuated to remove any background due to 
n-p or n-d events in nitrogen in the air. A mylar window 
(1.28 mg/cra^) allowed calibration protons to enter the 
crystal. This window was blocked off by a lead cap 
during irradiation with the neutrons. Optical contact was 
made between the glass cap of the chamber and an RCA 6810
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photomultiplier tube with silicone grease, The photo- 
multiplier and chamber were then assembled on a stand 
which permitted tiie crystal to be rotated about the 
neutron source. The angle between the incident deuteron 
beam and the crystal was very precisely known and hence 
the neutron energy. Measurements were made at I3.5» 14.1 
and 15,1 HeV. The pulses from the photomultiplier were 
amplified using an X.P.b. amplifier and the pulse height 
distribution measured on a 100 channel pulae height amilyaer. 
Six runs were made at 13*3 HeV, five at 14.1 MeV and four 
at 15.1 MeV. The results of each run were first plotted 
separately to check for consistency, then averaged. The 
neutron monitor shown in figure III.l was designed by 
Dr. E.S. Storey in this laboratory, to correspond to the 
accurate computations of BajuiE et ul, (1957) • A typical 
pulse height distribution for l4 MeV neutrons 1» shown in 
figure XIX.2, and it can be seen that the peak duo to
"knock on" protons from the polythene radiator gives this
type of monitor a high stability. Mere again the air was 
removed to avoid a smmll background due to n-p and n-d 
events in nitrogen. In the design of the monitor the use
of very heavy elements is required in order to give a
sufficiently low background. Pulses from the monitor 
were fed to a ratometer so that the neutron flux could be
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Figure 11%.1. High efficiency fast neutron monitor of
the recoil proton type.
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Figure III.2. Pulse height distribution from neutron
monitor irradiated with 14 MeV neutrons.
O single spectrumj X-spectrum gated by 
discriminator; background spectrum,
polythene radiator removed.
The efficiency is corrected for the back­
ground; the ratio of areas A » 0.723*
The efficiency fe « 10*^ wheÀ^lhe radiator 
is 8 .3” from the neutron source where £ 
is defined as the number of monitor counts 4" 
number of neutrons/unit solid angle.
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maintained constant. The neutron energies of 13«5#
14*1 and 13*1 MeV were obtained by making measurements at
0^, 90^ and 145^ angles to the incident deuteron beam at
2 2 0 KeV, respectively. The thickness of the tritium
target, which acted as the neutron source, was 70 KV.
The corresponding spread in neutron energy was about 0.1
MeV. The end points of the spectra were not used to
calibrate the crystal* Instead an independent calibration
3 4was made using proton groups from the reactions '^ lle(djp) He
11 137and D(d^p) 0. Separate tests using a 'Cs source
showed that there was no shift in gain when the photo­
multiplier was changed in position.
III.1(b). Results*
The results of measurements of the energy spectra at 
the three different neutron energies are shown in figures 
III.3n,b,0)» Ho correction has been made for edge effects 
in the crystal but these should be negligible. In these 
figures the very intense low energy electron background is 
readily seen. Below 7*5 MeV, this background completely 
swamps the detection system and it is readily seen that it 
would Inhibit any n-p measurements below this energy. By 
thinning the CsI(t I) crystal we can of course reduce this 
lower energy limit but,as mentioned in Chapter I, using a 
CsI(TI) crystal of the minimum thickness required to make
43a^
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III,3, The energy spectra produced in a a#%(Tl)cA\(&iAL 
(1” diam. x 0.4 m m * )  o n bombardment with 
fast neutrons. Xn (a), (b) and (c) the 
neutroiie were of energies 15.1, X4.X and 
13*3 MeV respectively.
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n-p measurements over the whole energy range of the 
emitted particles still results in this intense electron 
background below 4 MeV.
There is evidence for structure in the spectra. By 
studying the behaviour of the spectra with incident neutron 
energy it appears that the structure is most likely to 
be djeuteron groups from the reactions Cs(n,d) Xe 
(q j  -4.14, -4.81 MeV) and (Q = -4.1, -4.77
I  '
MeV). The spins and parities of the levels involved are 
(G.S.O*, 1st excited state, 2*), (O.S.oî 1st
excited state, 2^), while the spins and parities of the 
ground states of and ^^Cs are 5/2^ and 7/2^, respective"
ly. The transitions are therefore allowed. Jack (i960) and 
Colli (i960) find similar structure in the measurement of 
n-p spectra from medium weight elements and attribute it 
to n-d reactions. Possible energies of emitted douterons
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from transitions to the ground state of Xe are
indicated by arrows in figure III.3# At an incident energy
of 13*5 MeV there is soma evidence for a proton group
from the reaction ^^^Cs(n,p)^^^Xe.
Values of the total charged particle cross sections for
the number of events produced above 7*5 MeV are shown in
table 111.1. They are in fair agreement with the previous
133 127measurements of the partial cross sections in Cs and I 
for II,p, n,a events measured by Coleman et al, (loo.oit.).
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T a b l e  X X X » 1 »
Total Charged Particle Cross-section®. dOF. in CsX(TX) 
on Bombardment with Neutrons.
Neutron Energy 
HoV f  lab.
13.54 16.6
14.11 IB. 79
15.15 21
4/#
Xn neutron oxperiments at l4 HoV, it is clear that 
one of the major dlfricuitiea, as discusaod in diaptor I, 
will be to obtain a suitable signal to background ratio.
We have seen in Chapter X, that by suitable screening of 
the Csl(Tl) crystal and the use of very heavy materials 
in its surroundings* that n-p measurements can be made 
for energies of emitted protons greater than 4 MoV. Below 
this energy* however, the very Intense electron backgrounds 
illustrated in figxires XIIa,b,c* swamp the spectrum. Xt 
is this very intense electron background which the pulse 
ah ape analysis tociuiique must eliminate or at least very 
con j^iclorably reduce, to extend the n-p measurements to 
lower energies. Xn making measurements on n-U reactions, 
on the other hand, the thickness of CsX(TX) required to 
stop the alphas (5 thou) is very small and as a result 
we do not have to contend with the low energy electron 
background. The alpha particles will have energies of a 
few HeV ui^wards, according to tho Coulomb barrier and the 
Q values of the reactions, and no electron c«m produce a 
pulse of similar magnitude in the very thin crystal.
Similarly protons or douterons emitted simultaneously in 
n-p events, either from the surroundings or in the GsI(Ti) 
crystal itself, only produce pulses of energy %  6 MeV 
or less in the crystal. This correspomijs to an alpha 
X-nirticlo energy of 7«5 HeV. The us© of th© t ohnique will be
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ia discriminating against such protons and deuterons and 
thereby reducing the background in the crystal* The 
background in the crystal will then consist entirely of 
alpha particles emitted in n-U» events in the crystal itself 
and the heavy materials used in its surroundings* There 
will then be a much better chance of obtaining a suitable 
signal to background ratio in n-a experiments.
Ue now illustrate the use of the technique in 
reducing such backgrounds.
XII.2. The Reduction Produced in the Low Energy Electron 
Background Using Pulse Shape iXnalvsis.
Xn this case we discriminate against electrons.
Figure XII.4 shows the result of measurements of the low 
energy electron backgrounds with and without ap%)lication 
of pulse shape analysis discrimination. The number of 
counts in any channel is plotted on a logaritîimic scale 
VS channel number. In this case the bias in the discrimin­
ator following the mixer was set so that all electrons 
with energies greater than 1 HeV produced an anti­
coincidence in the gate unit and were accordingly rejected. 
The CsI(TI) crystal used was the same as used in obtaining 
figures XXX.3a,b,c and was of dimensions 1** by 0.4 mm. r 
This figure shows that with such a bias setting the electron 
background at 1 MeV has been reduced by a factor of ^4o,
while at 2 MeV tho background has been reduced by a factor
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Figure 111.4. The low enorgy oloctron background between
1-4 HeV produced in a CsI(Tl) crystal (1" 
diam. x 0.4 tma*) on irradiation with l4.1 
HeV neutronsi with and without xiulse shape 
analysis discrimimition. The bias setting 
in the discriminator Following the *mixer^ 
was in this case set to reject all electrons 
of energy > 1 HeV.
O without %)ulee shaj^ e analysis.
# with pulse shape analysis.
of 20* The total reduction in background between 1-4 MeV 
is a factor of apx>roximately 30# Figure III#5 shows the 
results obtained between 2*5-15 HeV using the same bias 
settings as above* The results obtained when the bias in 
the discriminator was set to reject all electrons of energies 
greater than 2 MeV are also presented in this figure. It 
is seen that above 7*5 MeV, in both cases, the background 
is unaltered by the application of pulse shape analysis, 
as expected, since it is then due to protons etc# emitted 
in the crystal as discussed in section 111*1# In both 
cases the background below 7*5 HoY, the electron background, 
has boon very considerably reduced. In the first case 
with the bias set to reject all electrons of energies greater 
than 1 MeV, the background at 2 MeV is reduced hy a factor 
of twenty, in agreement with figure III.4, and at 5 HeV it 
is reduced by a factor of ten. Xn the second case the 
results are in fact twice as good. The reduction at 2 MeV 
is now a factor of 40 and at 5 MeV a factor of twenty#
This is because increasing the bias setting decreases the 
number of electrons/sec. passing through the circuit and 
there is a corresponding decrease in pulse pile up# This 
pile up is a consequence of the general limitation of all 
such devices that the analysis time involved is necessarily 
of the order of a few microseconds. Using a ThC^^ source
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Figiiro III.5» The energy epeetra produced in a CsX(Tl)
crystal (1** dlam. x 0#4 mm, ) on irradiation 
with l4.1 HeV neutrona with and without pulse 
shape analysis discrimination.
f without pulse shape analysis.
o with pulse shape analysis - discriminator
set to reject all electrons of energy > 1 MeV.
# with pulse shape analysis - discriminator
set to reject all electrons of energy ^ 2 MeV*
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Q rejection ratio of 200*1 could be obtained with a 
counting rate of 100c/sec. In a epectrum of 5923 counts* 
between 1-2#6 MeV only 30 counts were recorded after 
application of pulse shape analysis. Xt is seen from 
figure XXX.5 that* with the bias set to reject electrons 
of energies greater than 2 MeV, the application of pulse 
shape analysis has reduced the background in the region 
2.5-7*5 MeV to the order of half the magnitude of the peak 
height at 8 MoV of the background due to protons etc.* 
where previously it swami>ed the crystal.
Tîie reduction in the backgrounds quoted above have been 
estimated assuming that all counts between 2.5*7*3 HeV 
were due to electrons. This is possibly not the case and 
part of tho background remaining after pulse shape analysis 
may be. in fact* due to low energy protons. In this case 
the results obtained would be better than estimated.
From the results it can be concluded that the in­
corporation of pulse shape analysis discrimination in a 
conventional spectrometer proves very successful in re­
ducing the low energy electron backgrounds but that the 
extent to which such backgrounds can be reduced is 
dependent on counting rate duo to the analysis time il^ volved,
The reduction achieved will, however, be very useful in 
making measurements on nuclear reactions at low energies 
of emitted particles.
III.3* The Reduction Produced in the Backfcround due to 
Protons £md Deuterons in the Csl(Ti) Crystal.
In this case we use the technique to discriminate 
against protons and deuterons. Ho actual measurements of 
the decay times of the luminescence produced by deuterons 
have been made. The similarity of the ionization density 
produced by protons and deuterons would however be expected 
to result in the decay times of the luminescence produced 
by protons and deuterons being very similar. We assume, 
therefore, that when the technique is used to discriminate 
against protons that it discriminates against deuterons 
8imultane ously.
Figure III*6 shows the result of measurements of the 
background with and without application of pulse shape 
analysis discrimination. The crystal used in this case was 
very much thinner (200 mg/cm ) and as a result the low 
energy background begins at < 3 HeV in energy. The bias 
setting in the discriminator was set to reject protons of 
energies equal to or greater than 3*3 HeV corresponding to 
an alpha particle energy of 3 HeV. It is seen that the 
application of pulse shape analysis discrimination reduces 
the background by a factor of eight approximately. Above
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Figure III.6. The energy spectra produced in a C^l(Tl)
crystal (l cm. x 1 cm# x 200 mg/cm*') on 
irradiation with fast neutrons#
o without pulse shape tuialysis discrimination
• with puls© shape analysis discrimination
The arrow Indicates the pulse height 
produced by 5 HeV alpha particles 
corresponding to a %)roton energy of
3.5 HeV.
10 MeV# in alpha particle energyi the background| with
pulse shape analysis discrimination» is probably the alpha
particle spectra from n-a reactions in Csl(Tl). Below
this energy we should expect the alpha particle spectra
133to fall off due to the high Coulomb barrier in Cs and 
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I  ^ for alpha particles* In fact a rise in the background
is observed. This is probably due to n-a ©vents in light
elements surrounding the Csl(Tl) crystal* In this case
the crystal was mounted in a reflecting cavity and no
precautions were taken to avoid such events since we were
only interested in illustrating the use of the technique*
In a nuclear physics experiment» of course» the crystal
would be surrounded with very heavy materials*
Before obtaining figure 1X1*6» testa were made with
3 2^
protons of energy Ig HeV from the reaction lie (d,p)He * 
Absorbers were used to obtain lower energy protons* These 
tests showed that the rejection efficiency for protons was 
very high but dependent on counting rate * At 260c/sec* 
a proton peak at 6 HeV was reduced by a factor of ai>proxi- 
mately 150# At 40c/sec* » in a spectrum of 2500 counts 
only 5 counts were recorded after apjilication of pulse 
shape analysis. Tests with alpha particles from Po 
(5 HoV) showed that alpha particles were detected with 
100*/J> efficiency. In obtaining the results in figure 111*6»
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the  c o u n t i n g  r a t e  w a s  a p p r o x i a a t a l y  2 0 c / s e c #
F r o m  t h e  r e s u l t s #  w e  c a n  c o n c l u d e  t h a t  t h e  t e c h n i q u e  
is v e r y  s u o e c s s f u l  i n  d i s c r i m i n a t i n g  a g a i n s t  p r o t o n s  a n d  
d o u t e r o n s  i n  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  a l p h a  p a r t i c l e s *  I n  p a r t i c u l a r #  
a  c o i d e r a b  1 e r e d u c t i o n  i n  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  i n  a n  u-ci 
e x p o r i m e n t  c a n  b e  a c h i e v e d *
I I I . 4. D i s c u s s i o n  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s *
Til© r e s u l t s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  t h i s  c i m p t e r  I n d i c a t e  t h a t  
til© a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  t e c h n i q u e  d e s c r i b e d  i n  Cliapter X X  
p r o d u c e s  v e r y  c o n s i d e r a b l e  r e d u c t i o n s  i n  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d s  
i n d u c e d  i n  a  C s X ( T I )  c r y s t a l  o n  i r r a d i a t i o n  w i t h  n e u t r o n s *  
T h i s  I s  a n  iiaportant a c l i i e v m e n t  s i n c e #  a s  w e  liavo s e e n  i n  
C h a p t e r  X» o n ©  o f  t h e  r m j o r  d i f f i c u l t i e s  i n  n e u t r o n  p h y s i c s  
i s  t o  o b t a i n  a  s u i t a b l e  s i g n a l  t o  b a c k g r o u n d  r a t i o *  
A p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h i s  te clinique g i v e s  a  m u c h  g r e a t e r  c h a n c e  
o f  o b t a i n i n g  a  s u i t a b l e  s i g n a l  t o  b a c k g r o u n d  r a t i o  i n  m a n y  
e x p e r i m e n t s  * A s  a  r e s u l t #  many e xx >e r i m e n t s  w h i c h  w e r e  
p r e v i o u s l y  i m p o s s i b l e  to  p e r f o r m  u s i n g  c o n v e n t i o n a l  
te cliniques c a n  n o w  b e  attem% )t e d w i t h  e v e r y  hox^o o f  s u c c e s s *  
F o r  t h e  r e a s o n s  g i v e n  i n  C h a p t e r  X  w e  a r e  ,p r i m a r i l y  
i n t e r e s t o d  i n  u s i n g  t h e  t e c h n i q u e  t o  m a k e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o n  
n - a  a n d  n - p  r e a c t I o n s  i n  i n t e r m e d i a t e  w e i g h t  e l e m e n t s  a t  
l 4  H e V .  Vo b r i e f l y  consider liow i t  i/ilX b o  o f  u s e  i n
5^ .
these measurements.
(a) n-p reactions in intermediate wol^cht elements.
As w© have seen the difficulty in making such 
measurements using conventional techniques is that below 
4 MeV ill© low energy electron background swamps the 
detector. An examination of figure III.5 shows that the 
ai>plication of pulse shape discrimination has reduced the 
magnitude of this background# in the region 2.5-7#5 MeV# 
to half the level of that in the region 8-12 HeV due to 
protons and douterons etc. A consideration of the signal 
to background ratio obtained by Storey ot al. (loc.cit.) 
in such measurements between 4-15 MoV# indicates that 
this reduction should be quite sufficient to %)ermlt 
measurements ou n-p reactions to be extended to 2.5 MeV. 
This is especially true when it is remembered that figure
III.5 was obtained with a crystal of 4 mm, Ln thickness 
and 1” in diameter. W© only require a crystal 1 cm by 18 
tlioui. in this ©xporimont so that the reduction produced 
in the electron background will probably be even greater. 
The electron background will only begin at about 4 MeV 
and we will have as a result a mucîi reduced counting rate 
in the 2-4 MeV region. Again it should be remembered 
that approximately 4o^ i of all emitted protons have energies 
between 2-4 MeV# compared with 6o*;i in the region 4-15 MeV
o v e r  w h i c h  S t o r e y  © t  al. m a d e  m e a s u r e m e n t s .  T h i s  will
again \\©lp signal lo Wckgtonnù Tatio%
(b) n-g reactions in intermediate wei^iUt elements*
in making euoh measurements the dif l ioulty la to 
detect the alpha particles in the presence of the proton 
baok^rfaind. A consideration of figure XIX#6 shoves that 
this difficulty can be overcome. We are then faced with 
the problem of detecting alpha particles from external 
targets in the proaonce of the alpha particle background 
in the GsX(Tl) crystal* This is a similar type of problem 
to that met by Storey ot al. in n-p measurements. A 
consideration of the sis;© of crystal required# the target 
thickness required ^md the cross sectiona etc. show that 
the expcrhaent has now a very good chance of bein^ i 
successful.
The teclmique is perfectly general in application and 
could, be - used in many branches of low energy nuolear 
physics. For example# it could be used in making T-p 
or V-a measuromoxits. ' Xn the first case to reduce the low 
enexTgy electron backgrounds» in the c^cond case to 
dlscx-imiuat© against protons ©isitted at the same time.
The advantages that the tecl4ni<pae has over previous 
ctre
technique a 4r&- self evident since tlm need for the new 
technique arose from their limita liions» as discussed in 
Chapter X.
It can b© concluded that th© incorporation of pulse 
shape analysis discrimination in using CsI(Tl) as a 
particle detector represents an important advance in the 
technique of acintillation counting and is at the same 
time a useful and valuable instrumental addition.
Future Programme.
It is intended to use the pulse shape analysis 
discrimination technique to reduce the large electron 
background at the lower energies in Csl(Tl) and by a 
similar arrangement to that used by Storey et al. (loo. 
cit.) to measure the n#p and n,np spectra at the lower 
proton energies* It is also intended to measure the 
n-a spectra.
Doth the n#np proton sx^ectra and the n-a sx>ectra 
should be less susceptible to the influence of direct 
interactions and should be directly comparable with the 
statistical theory.
The measurements will then be repeated using neutrons 
of 3—5 MeV from the reaction  ^n)^H.
Part IX*
Associated Experiments on the luminescence 
of Alkali Halide Crystals.
Part XI.
I n t r o d u c t i o n .
C h a p t e r  I.
A s  W O  h a v e  s o o n  i n  P a r t  X  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s #  t h ©  r e s u l t s  
o f  S t o r e y  o t  al. (1958) w o r e  i m p o r t a n t  mince t h e y  i n d i c a t e d  
a  p o s s i b l e  m e t h o d  o f  p a r t i e l ©  d i s c r i m i n a t i o n .  T h e i r  r e s u l t s  
w e r e  a l s o  I m p o r t a n t #  h o w e v e r #  i n  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h ©  m e c l m n i s m  
o f  t h e  ïicinti l l a t i o n  p r o c è s o. I t  h a d  n o t  p r e v i o u s l y  b e e n  
a p p r o  c i a t o d  t h a t  tlio d e c a y  t i m e  o f  t h e  l u p i n e  s c o n c e  
p r o d u c e d  i n  C e l ( T l )  b y  an ioniaiiig p a r t i c l e  w a s  d e p e n d e n t  
o n  t h e  i o n i z a t i o n  d e n s i t y  p r o d u c e d  b y  th©  p a r t i c l e #  and 
t h i s  f a c t  h a d  n o t  b e e n  c o n s i d e r e d  i n  i n t e r p r e t i n g ;  t h e  
s c i n t i l l a t i o n  p r o c e s s .  S t o r e y  © t  al. ( l o c . c i t . )  p r e s e n t e d  
s e v e r a l  p o s a i b l ©  e x p l a n a t i o n s  o f  t h e i r  r é s u l t a  b u t  b e f o r e  
c o n s i d e r i n g  t h o s e  it is c o n v e n i e n t  f i r s t  t o  r e v i e w  t h e  
t h e o r e t i c a l  i d e a s  p r e v a l e n t  a t  t h e  t i m e  o f  t h e i r  p u b l i c a t i o n .  
I t  s h o u l d  b e  r e m a r k e d  tliat o n l y  a  v e r y  s a a l l  %) o r  c e n t  a g e  
( ^ 2 0 , i) o f  t h ©  e n e r g y  o f  the i n c i d e n t  p a r t i c l e  is e m i t t e d  
as l u n i n e s c e n e © , T h e  b u l k  o f  t h e  e n e r g y  a b s o r b e d  b y  t h e  
c r y s t a l  i s  d i s s i p a t o d  i n  o t h e r  w a y s .  F o r  e x a m p l e  
p l i o t o - o l e c i r o n s  m a y  b e  e m i t t e d #  tlie e n e r g y  m a y  b e  tiaeci t o  
iiicreaae t!ie t h e r m a l  v i b r a t i o n s  o f  t he  c o n s t i t u e n t  a t o m s #  
o r  tim  e n e r g y  m a y  p a r t l y  b e  u s e d  i n  d i s o r d e r i n g ;  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  
o f  t h e  c r y a t a 1.
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I.1# Conditions for Luminoscence Kmission.
It is generally accepted that before luminescence 
emission can occur a solid must contain atomic or molecular 
g r o u p s  9 called luminescence centres» in which electronic 
transitions take place (with resulting luminescence 
emission) which are protected from interactions with the 
surrounding material. The potential configuration of 
such centres have been suggested by Von Hippel (1936) and 
Seitz (1938). Figure I.l shows the potential energy of a 
normal and excited luminescence contre plotted against some 
configurational co-ordinate ^  ; in the case of a diatomic 
molecule ^ is the separation of the atomic nuclei. All 
electronic transitions are represented by straight lines. 
Absorption of a photon raises an electron to the excited 
state A*. The electron then falls into the position of 
minimum potential energy in the state B with the tiiermal 
dissix>ation of excess energy. A return to the ground state 
by the transition Bli’ gives luminescence. There is then a 
further loss in thermal energy in going from B* to the 
state A. Unless the positions of minimal potential energy 
are in a vertical line# the luminescence quanta will iilways 
be of smaller energy than the absorbed <pianta# so the 
absolute energy conversion el ficiency will in general be 
less than unity. If the curves for the two states come 
sufficiently close together, as shown, then at high
Figure X#l* Potential energy configuration of a
normal and excited luminescence centre
y)
temperatures the excited centre returns to its ground state 
by a series of vibrational interactions with its surround­
ings , by the path GC*B*A* No luminescence then occurs*
During these processes, it is assumed that the configuration 
co-ordinates of the centre remain fixed* The efficiency 
for luminescence clearly depends on the relative probabilities 
of electronic or vibrational transitions in the centre*
1*2* KnerCT Transfer in Crystal Phosphors*
In using phosphors as scintillators we are never 
concerned i^ ith absorption and emission processes entirely 
confined to the luminescence centres* Charged particles 
lose their energy to the lattice producing considerable 
ionization* It is necessary to know how this energy is 
transferred to the specific centres where luminescence 
occurs* To do this the modern picture of the energy states 
of electrons in the crystal lattice is used* In ionic 
crystals the forces which exist between ions cause a 
convergence of the individual molecular ev^^ta of the 
valence electrons into diffuse bands belonging to the 
entire crystal*
The final processes involved in luminescence are 
essentially confined to the valence electrons and the 
energy band system for these electrons is given in figure 
1*2. In such crystals the highest occupied band is usually 
completely filled according to the Pauli Exclusion principle*
Figure I#2. The energy band systera in ionic crystals, 
for tliG valence electrons.
Defects and impurity atoms or excess lattice constituents 
give rise to rather more discrete levels which are localised 
at the defect or imx^urity atom in the lattice* These can 
trap electrons which have been raised to the empty band 
above* The energy states of the luminescence centres lie 
in the normally forbidden region between the filled ruid 
empty energy bands. The process of excitation of the 
crystal by ionizing particles can be described thus in 
terms of such a model.
After excitation we are left with the situation where 
numbers of electrons of relatively small energies remain 
in the emx>ty band of figure 1.2* The associated vacancies 
in the valence band behave like positive charged electrons 
and 30 are known as positive holes* These holes capture 
electrons from the ground states of the luminescence centres 
and also from filled trapijiug levels* Then electrons in 
the empty conduction band can combine with empty luminescence 
centres or be captured in trapping states* The electrons 
in the conduction band can thus return to their normal 
ground state either via traps or luminescence centres. Tim 
combination with luminescent^centres, however, results in 
the emission of the electron energy as light in its trans­
ition to the ground state, wliereas transitions of trapped 
electrons to combine with positive holes in the valence 
band will be noii-radiative* Absorbed qu^mta may also excite
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the  c r y s t a l  w i t h o u t  I o n i z a t i o n  ( b a n d  !>)* A g a i n  e x c i t a t i o n  
e n e r g y  i s  n o t  l o c a l i s e d  b u t  m o v e s  r a p i d l y  t h r o u g h  t h e  
c r y s t a l  i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  e x c i t a t i o n  w a v e s .  T h e s e  e x c i t a t i o n  
w a v e e  a l s o  e x h i b i t  c o r p u s c u l a r  p r o p e r t i e s  ; t h e  a a s o c i a t e d  
p a r t i c l e  i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  a n  e x c i t o n .  T h e  e x c i t o n  c o n s i s t s  
o f  a  p o s i t i v e  h o l e  a n d  e l e c t r o n  r e v o l v i n g  aroui&d u a c h  o t h e r  
i n  c l o s e d  o r b i t s .  Tlio excitoii rviy a r r i v e  a t  a  c r y s t a l  
i t a p o r f o c t i o n  a n d  r a d i a t e  i t s  e n e r g y  a s  e l a s t i c  v n v e s  o r  it 
m a y  b e  c a p t u r e d  b y  a n  I w p u r i t y  a t o m ,  c a u s i n g  t h e  i m p u r i t y  
t o  b e c o m e  e x c i t e d .  X t  I s  t h r o u g h  t h i s  p r o c e s s  t h a t  
e x c i t a t i o n  w a v e s  m a y  b o  t o p o r t u n t  t o  tlia s c i n t i l l a t i o n  
p r o c o s o .
X t  is c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  l u n i u e a c e n c e  e f f i c i e n c y  d e p e n d s  
o n  t h e  r e l a t i v e  n u m b e r  o f  l u m i n e s c e n c e  c e n t r e s  a n d  n o n -  
r a d i u t i v e  e o n t r o a  a n d  o n  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  c r o s s  s o c t i o n a  
f o r  c a p t u r e  o f  c l e c t r o n a .  Agalzi i t  d e p e n d s  o n  h o w  m u c h  o f  
t h o  p a r t i c l e  e n e r g y  u s e d  i n  c r e a t i n g  e x c i t o n s  i s  c o n v e r t e d  
i n t o  l u m i n e s c o n c o .  I'inally, u s  w o  h a v e  s e e n ,  i t  d e p e n d s  
o n  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  f o r  r a d i a t i v e  a n d  n o n - r a d l a t i v e  p r o c e s s e s  
i n  t h o  i u m i n e s c e n c o  c e n t r e s .
Tlie r i s e  a n d  d e c a y  t i m e s  o f  the l u m i n e s c e n c e  i n  i n ­
o r g a n i c  p h o s p h o r s  c l e a r l y  d e p e n d s ,  o n  t h i s  p i c t u r e ,  mi t h e  
t i m e  d e l a y  b e t w e e n  a b s o r p t i o n  o f  t h e  excltin^j: r a d i a t i o n  m i d  
th© t r a n s f e r  o f  e n e r g y  to t h o  l u n i n a B c e n c o  c e n t r e s ,  a n d
a l s o  o n  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  r a d i a t i v e  tran.-ilt i e n s  w i t h i n  tiio
a.
centres* If th# transport time is small then the decay
will depend solely on tho probability of radiative
transitions within the luminescence centres. This transport
time is clearly dependent on the probability for thermal
release of the electrons from th© electron traps* If this
probability is very low then phosphorescence occurs* The
û e p o n û e n c Q of phosphoroscenc© on trap depth and distribution
has boon developed by Randall and t/ilLlns (lp4^). In this
thesis we are concerned only with prompt emissions ^  lO*” secs.
1*3* More Specific Kxnlcmgtioug of the Lunin©sconce Processes,
In the above section wo liavo reviewed the general
ideas presented by Garlick (1952) and Swank (lp54) on which
most explanations of th© solntillation process in inorganic
crystals are based. In this soction w© consider the more
specific models presented in explanation of observed
experimental results In the scintillation process*
Roasel and his co-workers in a series of papersi-
Bonanomi and Hossel, 1952; Hahn and Kossel, 1953(a) and (b);
b
B n z  and liesbel, 195^» and Chuuvy and IloBseX» 19^0; have 
shown that several components in th© decay of the lumineacence 
produced in several alkali halide crystals, by ionizing 
particles, can bo explained on the following model* The 
luminescence centres occur In the undisturbed lattice* Th© 
potential configuration is shown in figure 1*3• De-excitation
6la,
Figure I*3» The potential configuration, suggested by 
Bonanomi et al., for the luminescence 
centres in alkali halide crystals#
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of the centre occurs in two ways; radiâtively by adefg
and non-radiatively by abcg with activation energies
and E^. Then -f where and are the
E1probabilities for the two processes. » S^^exp^j^) and
Kp « S„exp(#^) where S_ and 8^ are constants, k is 
^ ^ kT  ^ ^
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute temperature of
the crystal* %  is the value of the decay time component
and should become larger as the temperature of the crystal
is lowered. E^ is much greater than and consequently
non-radiative transitions only become important at high
ÎCtemperatures. The luminescence efficiency A4 » 1
Ki +
and should increase as the temperature of the 
crystal is lowered* The components of the decay of the 
luminescence which obey this model are referred to as 
the ’cold* components. From plots of the logarithm of %  
versus it is possible to obtciin values for and , 
Other components are found^ however, which do not obey 
this model * These are referred to as the ’hot’ components. 
It is concluded that the luminescence centres for these 
components are due to crystalline defects produced jh the 
crystal either by the addition of thallium or by thermal 
treatment. In this case the luminescence mechanism can 
only be explained by a complicated mechanism* In this work 
no variation in the decay time of the luminescence was 
observed with ionization density.
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EJby and Jentschke (1954) find that in NaX(Tl) the
main oharaoteristice of the luminescence are a rise time 
—8of 5*9 X 10 secs, and decay time of 0.23 p.seo. The 
rise time is independent of particle type and thallium 
concentration but the decay time is dependent on the thallium 
concentration, although again independent of particle type. 
Upon excitation by a particle, it is assumed that a number 
of excited states are created in the crystal. The decay 
time of these states can be observed by studying the decay 
of the luminescence produced in the crystal. To explain 
their observations Ehy and Jentscîike suggest that a minimum 
of two excited states is required;- a radiative state in 
the luminescent centre and a non-radiative state feeding 
it(not necessarily associated with the luminescent centres.) 
The transport time of the energy lost by the exciting 
particle to the states is assumed to be negligible and to 
have no effect on the observed luminescent decay times.
Xt is not clear which time is associated with the radiative 
state but from the behaviour of the scintillation efficiency 
with thallium concentration it appears most likely to be 
the rise time. Xn crystals containing low thallium concen­
trations (<0.00018 mole fractions of thallium) an additional 
fast spike (l.2 x 10"“^ secs.) is present in the decay, 
interpreted as being due to the decay of an exciton. In 
crystals of h i g h  thallium c o n c e n t r a t i o n  (>0»00095 mole
fractions o f thallium) an additional fast component is 
present in the decay (1*5 % 10"*^sec9#)« This is interpreted 
as being due to another excited state of the luminescence 
centres. Apparently tho difference of the scintillation 
efficiency for different particles, i.e. with different 
ionization density, must be explained on the basis of the 
probability for exciting the radiative and non-radiative 
states during the initial energy transfer in the crystal.
It should again be noted that no variation in the ptt^ ytine 
characteristics of the luminescence was observed with 
ionization density.
Hateosian ©t al. (1956) find that the scintillation 
efficiencies of alpha particles in pure and thallium 
activated crystals of Nal become approximately equal at 
low temperatures. At room temperatures, of course, the 
scintillation efricioncy in the thallium activated crystal 
is much greater. This effect has been observed by Van 
Solver (1956), and Knoepfol/ et al. (1957) have observed 
a similar effect in Csl crystals. It is suggested that 
this effect is due to the presence of two different 
luminescence centres in the crystals; one present in the 
pure crystal, the other being induced by the thallium. The 
luminescence centre in tho pure crystal is BiEîilar in 
behaviour to that described in section I.l. As the 
temperature of the crystal is lowered the internal
luminescence efficiency increases due to th© reduced 
probability for non-radiative transitions* The second 
typo of centre is, following Sftitz (1939)# formed by two 
adjacent thallium ions* Xn this centre the activation 
energy for non-radiative transitions is less than that for 
radiative transitions* Thus, unlike th© first centre, 
the efficiency decreases as the temperature is lowered*
Both types of centre are present in the thallium crystal 
so that the luminescence efficiency at any one temimrature 
is a combination of these effects. At low temperatures 
it is assumed that tho transfer of energy from the crystal 
lattice to the thallium centres is inliibited so that the 
scintillation efficiencies in the pure and thallium 
activated crystals become equal.
Since the early measurements on inorganic phosphors 
it had been known that the luiiiliiescence efficiency for 
alpha particles was less than that for electrons. Allison 
and Casson (1953) suggested that this was probably due to 
th© increased importance, in the degradation of ion energy, 
of the direct transfer of momentum to the atoms of the 
crystal. Hateosian ot al. (loc.cit.) find however that 
at -150^C in a pure Nal crystal tho luminescence efficiency 
for electrons becomes greater than that for alpha particles. 
Allison and CasBon’s argument cannot account for this, 
and in fact only KJby and Jentsclik©*© postulate of different
DP#
p r o b a b i l i t i e s  o f  e x c i t i n g  d i f f e r e n t  l u m i n e s c e n t  s t a t e s  
b y  d i f f e r e n t  p a r t i c l e s  c a n  y i e l d  a n  e x p l a n a t i o n *
R e c e n t l y  M e y e r  a n d  H u r r a y  ( i 9 6 0 )  h a v e  c a l c u l a t e d  t h e  
r e s p o n s e  o f  t h a l l i u m  a c t i v a t e d  a l k a l i  h a l i d e  c r y s t a l s  to 
c h a r g e d  p a r t i c l e s  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  a  m o d e l  w h i c h  t r e a t s  t h e  
s c i n t i l l a t i o n  p r o c e s s  i n  t h r e e  p a r t s  ; (l) s l o w i n g  d o w n  of 
t h e  i n c i d e n t  c h a r g e d  p a r t i c l e  w i t h  i t s  e n e r g y  g o i n g  i n t o  
the foriïuition o f  e l e c t r o n s  a n d  h o l e s ,  e i t h e r  f r e e  o r  b o u n d  
t o g o t h e r  as a n  e x c i t o n ;  (2) t h e  t r a n s p o r t  o f  a t  l e a s t  p a r t  
of  t h i s  e n e r g y  to a c t i v a t o r  s i t e s ,  r a i s i n g  the  a c t i v a t o r  
to a n  e x c i t e d  s t a t e ;  (3) r a d i a t i v e  d e c a y  of the e x c i t e d  
s t a t e *  T h e  l i g h t  o u t p u t  is assumed to h e  d i r e c t l y  p r o p o r t i o n ­
a l  to t h e  n u m b e r  o f  e n e r g y  c a r r i e r s  a r r i v i n g  a t  a c t i v a t o r  
c e n t r e s ,  no f u r t h e r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  is g i v e n  to t h e  d e c a y  
p r o c e s s  I t s e l f .  T h e y  d e a l  w i t h  o n l y  p a r t s  (l) a n d  (2). 
F o l l o w i n g  V a n  b c i v e r  ( 1 9 3 6 )  t h e y  a s s u m e  t h a t  a u  e l e c t r o n  
and a p o s i t i v e  h o l e  m u s t  b e  c a p t u r e d  b y  t h e  a c t i v a t o r ,  
e i t h e r  i n  s u c c e s s i o n  o r  a s  a n  a s s o c i a t e d  p a i r  ( e x c i t o n ) .
T h u s  the e l e c t r o n s  a n d  h o l e s  p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  i n c i d e n t  
p r i m a r y  p a r t i c l e  m u s t  r e c o m b i n e  to s t i m u l a t e  a n  a c t i v a t o r  
s i t e . T h e s e  a u t h o r s  c o n s i d e r  i n  d e t a i l  t h e  c a s e  o f  r e ­
c o m b i n a t i o n  i n  the  w a k e  o f  tluî p a r t i c l e  f o l l o w e d  b y  
d i f f u s i o n  o f  e x c i t o n s .  G o o d  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  e x p e r i m e n t  i s  
o b t a i n e d .  T h e  m o d e l  p r e d i c t s  t h e  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  e f f i c i e n c y
Vf*
as a function of Ionisation density, concontration dependent 
effects and a diffusion length for the carriers. A similar 
type of picture had been presented by Van Solver (I956) 
in explaining his results on the behaviour of the emission 
spectra of NaX with ionization density, temperature and 
thallium concentration.
X.4. In CsICTI) the decay time %  of the luminescence depends
on the ionization density of the exciting particle.
Xn the above interpretations of the scintillation 
process, no consideration was given to the fact that the 
decay time of the luminescence might be dependent on the 
ionization density produced by the particle. The results 
of Storey et al. (loc.cit.) showed this to be the case in 
CsX(TI) and we now consider the possible explanations of 
this effect, which they suggested.
Comparing the results of Knoepfel et al. (loc.cit.) 
for the variation of the decay time %  with temperature and 
their results for the variation of 13 with ionization density, 
Storey et al. suggest that tho ionization density produced 
by a particle determines the effective local temperature 
at which emission occurs. Their results can then be ex­
plained in terms of a simple model employing two sets of 
electron traps with different energy levels. Decay of the 
trap occurs when it receives enough thermal energy to reach 
an excited state, decay from which leads to luminescence.
Xt is supposed that the higher energy trap is responsible 
for the short lifetimes found in the decay, while the lower
energy trap gives rise to the common long component found
in the decay. The difference in the two lifetimes is due
to the energy difference between the trap and the levels
responsible for the luminescence. It would be expected that 
the trap with the smaller energy difference would be more 
susceptible to temperature changes than the other one.
This would lead to shorter lifetimes for particles producing 
greater ionisation density if different ionisation densities 
correspond to different local temperatures. A comparison 
of the light emitted in the long component to the total 
light output suggests that the lower trap, responsible for 
the long component, is fed from the higher one in competition 
to the radiating state.
This interpretation would lead one to expect a greater 
difference in the decay times of the luminescence for 
different particles as the temperature of the crystal is 
lowered.
Another quite different interpretation of the results 
is that a variation in ionization density results in a 
different distribution in the initial population of radiating 
states. The observed variations in the value of 13 would
#then reflect the different contributions of many radiating 
states with different decay times• The simplest and most 
extreme case would be two radiating states corresponding 
to the values of decay time observed for alpha particles 
and electrons. The order of magnitude of the values of 
decay time observed does however seem to be more consistent 
with those expected for traps rather than for radiating 
states.
The results indicate that in CsX(Tl) the efficiency 
and tho decay times of the luminescence vary with the 
density of ionisation. Xt might be thought that both 
offects might arise from the same cause. Storey et al. 
considered the possibility that quenching mochanisms 
occurring during tho transport times to the emitting centres 
are responsible. Xn this case the observed variation of %  
with ionization density is attributed to a transport (or 
recombination) mechanism (Curran, 1953)t und slow quenching 
occurring during the transport time to the emission centres 
results in a greater decrease in efficiency for smaller 
ionization densities, which correspond to longer decay 
times. Since, however, the observed efficiency of CsX(Tl), 
and LiX(Cu), Schenk and Keller (1954), ax>pears to first 
increase and then decrease with ionization density, it is 
necessary in addition to have a fast quenching mechanism
of tho typo observed by Kallman and Brucker (1957) in a wide
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variety of phosphore» This fast quenching is completed 
before any appreciable quantity of light la emittedt and 
leads to a raonatonlo decrease In effloleney with ionization 
density*
X»5* The fiinotlon of the activator In the scintillation 
process*
Clearlyt the part played by the activator in the 
crystals must be understood before any explanation of the 
scintillation process is complete* Does the activator act 
as the luminescence centre or is it associated with the 
non-radiatiye processes in the crystal?
BonanoKi and Hossel (loc#cit*) examining the components 
found in the decay of the luminescence, the emission spectrum# 
and the efficiency of the luminescence in crystals with or 
without thallium as activator# conclude that the thallium 
is not associated with the emission process but with the 
non-radiative (or trapping) processes in the crystal#
Studying the effect of thermal treatment of pure CsX 
crystals# the effect of heating a pure crystal in sodium 
vapour# and the effect of adding thallium to the crystal# 
by examining the emission spectra and the behaviour of the 
decay time of the luminescence with temperature^ Knoepfel 
et al* (locecit.) conclude that the function of the thallium 
is to produce iodine vacancies in the crystal lattice which 
then act as the luminescence centres*
Eby and Jentschke (loc*cit#) examining the main
Ioompononts present In Nal(Tl)# find that# irrespective of 
whetlier the rise of the luminescence or the decay of the 
luminescence is associated with the radiative state # the 
initial population of the radiating state increases as 
the thallium concentration in the crystal increases* They 
conclude that the thallium must be associated with the 
luminescence contres# or bo the luminescence centres*
It could be that the thallium radiates energy 
transferred non«*radiatively to it from some other centre# 
in a sensitised luminescence process# as suggested by 
Dexter (1953)*
Tho response of thallium activated alkali halide 
phosphors to excitation by light was interpreted by Seitz 
(loc.cit*) in terms of the thallous ions which wore assumed 
to occur substantially in the lattice and which acted as 
the luminescence centres* Further papers by Williams 
(l9f)l# 1933) and Knox and Dexter (193^) among others tiave 
been given interpreting the emission and absorption spectra 
of K Cl(Tl)* Ewles and Joshi (i960) have pointed out that 
there are several contradictions in this work and that 
further research in the fiold is necessary* Hiey conclude 
that in K Cl(Tl) in fact there are three types of luminescence 
centre associated with the thallium*
In considering the part played by the activator in the 
luminescence process we must consider the concentration
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quenching mechanisms suggested by Johns/on and Williams 
(1950)f and KalXman and Furst (1950)# These result in 
a decrease in the luminescence efficiency due to the 
presence of too much thallium. Heyer and Murray (i960) 
suggest that a reduction in the luminesccnco effiaioncy 
with ionization density is due to insufficient activator 
being present. This is apparently in contradiotion 
with tho concentration quenching nochanisms.
1.6. Frosent Pro^rarme.
We have seen# in the preceding eootions# that only 
Storey ot al. (loc.cit.) had given any consideration to 
the possibility of tho decay time of the luminesconce 
being dependent on ionization density. Mo previous measur# 
monte on tho decay times of tho luminesconce in inorganic 
phosphors had suggested that the ionization density 
produced by the exciting particle had any influence on 
tho decay time# although such a dopcndenco Imd been noted 
for tlie lumineecenco efficiency. It was possible that it 
was only in Csl(Tl)# that the characteristics of the energy 
transfer were such that the docay time of tho luminesconce 
is dependent on ionization density. Before any definite 
conclusions on the mechanism of the scintillation process 
could bo reached it was clearly necessary to make more 
extensive measurements on other thallium activated alkali
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halide crystals to see if a similar effect is observed 
in these. Accordingly# a systematic study was made in the 
commonly available alkali halide crystals# of the dependence 
on ionization density# of the decay time of the
luminescence# and the efficiency of the luminescence.
The results are presented in Chapter XX.
Storey et al, (loc.cit.) suggested that the variation 
in the decay time of tho luminescence with ionization 
density might be due to a local heating of the crystal.
It is obvious that more information could be obtained about 
this effect by measuring the decay time of the luminescence 
at different temperatures. In Chapter III we present 
moasurcmonts on the dependence on temperature of the decay 
times and efficiencies of the luminescence produced in 
CsBr(Tl) and Csl(Tl) by alpha particles and protons.
The part played by the activator in the luminescence
processes is not fully understood# as we have seen in
iyi,CiXi^ Q
section I,S. Thus measurements were madojon the dependence 
on thallium concentration of the decay times and 
efficiencies of the luminescence produced by particles cf 
varying ionization density. The results of these moasuxe- 
monts are given in Chapter III,
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All of these measurements were of Importance from 
the point of view of the particle discrimination technique 
discussed in Part 1 of this thesis* It was possible that 
a more suitable crystal than Csl(Tl) could be found for 
use in this technique# in which the decay time of the 
luminescence was more dependent on ionization density* 
Variation of the temperature and thallium concentration 
of the crystals might produce a greater difference in the 
decay times of the luminescence produced by different 
particles.
15.
part II.
Chapter II,
Tho Luminescent Decay of Varioug Crystal# for 
Particles of Different Ionization Penalty,
In tho scintillation counter tho light produced by on 
ionizing particle in a luminescent material is converted 
into an electrical current pulse with the same time 
variation* As mentioned in Chapter I, measurements by 
Storey# Jack and Ward (1958) indicated that in CsI(tI) 
the decay time of the luminescence was dependent on the 
average ionization density ç due to the ionizing particle. 
In Part I of this thesis we have described a technique 
which employs this difference to distinguish between alpha 
particles and electrons# electrons and protons# and proton# 
and alpha particles. It is of practical as well as 
theoretical interest to see whether this difference in dec&y 
time is found in any other crystal and# if so# whether any 
other crystal would be more suitable for practical use,
11,1, Experimental Method.
Measurements of tho decay times of the luminescence 
produced by alpha particles# protons of varying energies 
and electrons have been made in Lil(Eu)# Kal(Tl)# KI(t1) 
and CsBr(Tl). Moasuroments have also been made on a 
standard ilarshaw Csl(Tl) crystal and compared with th#
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results of Storey et el. (loo.olt.)# to test the method 
used. All the orystels were obtained from the Her shew
ti f - »
Ohemioal Company and had a molar concentration of 0.1% 
of thallium# except the LiZ(Bu) crystal. The molar 
concentration of europium was in this case 0.1%.
The crystals were mounted directly on to the face 
of a Du Mont 6292 photomultiplier with silicone gMase.
A highly reflecting aluminium cylinder with an end' window
of thickness 1 mg.om*^ was used as a light reflect<^. The
\
crystal was then excited by the entry of the particular 
particle in which we wero Interested.
The Voltage pulses*# or integrated current pulses 
(the leakage time constant being 86) p.sec.)# were fed 
through a cathode follower and matched delay to a Tektronix 
Type 541 cathode ray oscilloscope. Measurements were su&de 
on a short and long time scale in each case# the length 
of the delay line being chosen according to the length of 
the decay time to be measured (this had been estimated from 
a provisional measurement). Photographs were then taken 
of the individual pulses produced by each typo of particle.
The advantage of using the * voltage pulse* is that 
oharge fluctuation is not so troublesome as it is in the 
ease of the current pulse. Tho * voltage* pulse average e 
the statistical variations on tho * current* pulses.
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Tho time base speeds on the Tektronix osolXXosoope
were oallbrated using a crystal controlled standard
frequency oscillator# Fursehill Type Qhl). The probable
error in tho calibration was - l%t the iseasurenents wore
corrected according to this calibration.
1*1*7
Cg gamma rays (B a 661 Kev) wera used to produce
210 ^  -photo-electrons in the crystal; a Po source (5.3 MeV) 
was used to give the alpha particles. High energy protons
q 1|
were obtained from the reaction gHe(d#p)gHe. Lower energy 
protons were obtained using aluminium absorbers. Very low 
energy protons were obtained from the ^(d#p)^H reaction.
In order to keep the pulse height on the osoilloscope 
constant# various values of the photomultiplier voltage 
were used. The change in photomultiplier gain at these 
different voltages was later measured using a Hutchinson- 
Boarrott 100-channel pulse height analyser. Knowing the 
difference in gain at the voltages used# all the graphs 
of the voltage pulses could be normalised to the same gain.
An alternative method of studying the luminescence 
is to observe the emission spectra of tlie light with a 
suitable spectrometer. The difficulty in this method is 
the very small amount of light emitted but it has the 
advantage that all the emitted light can be observed and 
the method is not limited# as is the method described above#
by the spectral response of the particular photosniltipi 1er
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used. This is not a serious disadvantage since in the 
luminescence of thallium activated alkali halidos most of _ 
the emitted light is in the spectral region (3000-7000^) 
matching the response of the commonly available glass 
window photomultipliers. (Van Sciver, 1956) Hrehuss# i960) 
and Knoepfel et al. # (1957) # chose to use photomultipliers 
since the experiments on the luminescence were performed 
partly with a view to improving the technique described in 
Part I.
XX.. 2. Analysis.
11.2(a) Decay Times.
Two methods of analysis were used.
In the first method# similar to that used by Storey et 
al. (loc.cit,)t the photographs of the *voltage * pulse 
were projected onto a largo screen and the recorded pulses 
carefully traced on to fine graph paper. The graphs were 
corrected for the leakage time constant of 66.5 p«sec.# 
and then carefully differentiated to obtain the shape of 
the original current pulses. This provides a consistent 
method of averaging the statistical fluctuations in the 
current pulse. Plots were then made of these current 
pulses on semi-log. paper, plotting the pulse height I 
at timo t vs t. If these plots are straight lines it 
means that the decay of the luminescence can be represented
T9
by a singlo exponential component. In fact it was found 
that only for LiZ(Eu) was this the case. In all other 
cases two components wore found in the decay. This is 
illustrated in figures 11.1,2. Figure XX.1 shows the plot 
of log X va.t for LiX(£u), where I « obtained from a 
voltage pulse produced by a 15 MeV proton. The single 
exponential nature of tho decay is illustratod. Figure XX.2 
shows a similar plot for CsBr(Tl). The long component 
present in the decay is readily seen. By subtracting off 
the amount of long component present in the decay, the value 
of the short component is readily obtained.
Xn practice, several photographs were taken of the 
voltage pulses with various values of time scale on the 
oscilloscope. The photographs, on the longest time scale 
provided tl^ e plots from which the long component of the 
decay of the luminescence was measured. The ratio of the 
amount of light in it to the total light output was also 
obtained from these plots. The value of the short component 
present in tho decay was determined from similar plots 
obtained from photographs on a much faster time scale.
The long component was superimposed on these plots and 
carefully subtracted off. This left the short component, 
the value of which was then measured.
The accuracy of the measurements of the short component 
clearly depends on the accuracy with which the value of
iya<
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by 15 MeV protons in LlZ(Eu).
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Figure II.2. Tho Docay Curves of tho Lualnesoenco
produced by 15 HeV protons in CsBr(Tl).
the long component Is known# and how much of this component 
is present in the decay* For this reason# at least three 
measurements of the value of the long component and the 
amount of it present in the decay were made. The greater in 
value is the long component than the less is its effect on 
the value of the short component* Similarly the smaller 
its intensity in the decay# the loss is its effect on the 
value of the short component*
It should perhaps be remarked that this method of 
analysis is not only applied to inorganic phosphors but 
has been applied by Owen (1959)# among others# to organic 
phosphors* Here again short and long components are found 
in the docay of the luminescence*
From the practical point of view the shape of the 
pulse over the first few microseconds is of importance 
rather than the actual components present in the decay* For 
this reason# in the second method of analysis# the values 
of the decay time t  » ovor four lifetimes of tho short 
component as measured by the first method of analysis# were 
measured# assuming tho decay to consist of only one 
exponential component* Tho time involved in this method 
of analysis is of course much shorter*
11.2(b).  ^R.
Values of , the relative peak current/unit energy,
and of R# the ratio of the light output in the long component 
present in tho decay to the total light output, were 
measured* Xmax is the intercept at time t « 0 in the plots 
shown in figures XX*1 and 2* The value of R can readily 
be shown to be given by R « where ^  and t are
the components present in the decay and X^ and X^ are 
the intercepts shown in figure XX 3u.
XX.2(c). Efficiency*
Since all our results could be normalised to the same 
electronic gain# we have been able to estimate the relative 
voltage pulse height/unit energy (or efficiency) for the 
different particles. Two efficiencies were measuredi 
is the efficiency for infinite time based on the assumption 
that there is no contribution to the light output from 
components longer than the longest component measured in 
each case and is defined as tho efficiency for light 
emitted in the time range up to ^  p.sec* The peak height 
of the voltage pulse was smaller in magnitude than 
theoretically expected due to the leakage time constant 
mentioned earlier* However the correction for this effect 
was of the order of 3^ of the peak height and lay within the
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experimental error in measuring the peak height (* 10^) •
For this reason the correction has not been applied.
II#3* Hosuits.
Values of the long and short components» t and 1C 
respectively» of the decay time of the luminescence produced 
by alpha particles# protons and electrons in the crystals 
studied are shown in tables II. 1 to 4. The total analysis 
time required to obtain those tables was of the order of 
200 hours. The subscripts a# p and o are used to denote 
tho typo of particle producing the lunineacenoo. In those
g»
tables are given the values of & and C defined
earlier# The eono subscripts are ueed to distinguish the
different partioloo. Derived values of of R#
defined earlier# are also given.
Tho results given in table XX.3 ore those presented
by Storey ot al. (loc.cit.) for CsX(Tl). Our measurements
of the values of lC<c,P>e and ^ agreed with their
» a » p # e
values. For ooQplotcnoss# we liavo included their complete 
results.
Table II.6 gives the values of and as defined
'Y'p.
earlier. Tho values of and are also shown.
It is seen from these tables that in all oases except 
Lil(Eu) tifo components are found in tho decay.
Table XI.I.
Mliila)
Particle Electron Proton Proton Proton Proton Alpha
Dnorgy (HoV) 0.66 15 10 6 3 3.5
Short component 
(li.soo) All gavo value 'V « 0.p4 * 0.06 R.seo.
Long component No long component detected
1-0.05 0.87^0.03 -
Table 11,2. 
Hftl(Tl).
Particle Elootron Proton Proton
energy (MoV) 0.66 2.5 14.3
Short component T  
(p.seo) O.23ÎO.OI 0.21-0.01 0.23:0.01
Long component t 
(p.soo) 1.5-0.08 1.5-0.08 1.5:0.08
lio.05 1.15:0.06
1—0.1 e# 1:0.1
n 0.43 0.4 0.38
#
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Table II.6.
Values of *^ oC,C. the averatte lifetime after 4 llfetlaas 
of electron short oomnonent#
Crystal
LiZ(Ku)
V a
0.9
Y e
0.9 1 1
Hal(Tl) 0.335* 0.35 l.o4 ^ 1.09
Kl(Tl) 0.43 0.48 1.13 1.14
CsBr(Tl) 2.86 3.52 1.23 1.12
Csl(Tl) 1.17 1.6 1.37 1.6a
^  The value quoted hero as ^cC ie in fact tho value fox 
a low onorgy proton* llenoe |"t'^ will bo slightly 
greater than 1#04. '
In the results given for Nal(Tl), table II.2# no 
measurements were made with alpha particles since they 
were stopped in the window in the air«>tight aluminium 
container in which the crystal was mounted. Since the 
exact thickness of the aluminium window was not known«^£p 
has not been measured for low energy protons. Our value 
of is in good agreement with the result of Bhy and
Jentschke (195^) who quote « 0.25 p*sec. They however
did not find any difference in the values of .
® • P • ®
Nicholson and Snelling (1935) find a value of 0.3h p.sec. 
for the decay time for electrons. This fits our average 
value given in tableHi$.
For KI(Tl) our value of £p » 1.29 - where
is in this case the value of efficiency for 14.02 MoV 
protons. This value is in agreement with ^he result of 
Franzen et al. (1950) who find a value of 1.12 - lOÿ 
where is in this ease for l6 MeV protons. The value
of ^ &p obtained by Kionlo and Kegel (1959) of 1.42 *
5^ is in good agreement with our value cf 1.53 ^ 0.08, 
where c p is in this case the value of efficiency for 
3 HeV protons. Our value of 1.07 - 10^ Is
in good agreement with the value of 0.92 * 5/^  found by 
Kienle and Segol (loc.cit.), and with the value 0.96 found 
by Franzen ot al. (loc.cit.)•
^  ^  was not measured for lower energy protons or for 
alpha particles in X#iX(Eu) since to prevent the crystal 
being exposed to air it was completely enclosed in silicone 
grease. The layer of silicone grease was thin enough to 
have a negligible effect on the energy of 15 MeV protons. 
Schenk and Neiler (1954) find that in Lil(Eu), first
increases and then decreases with increasing ionization 
density ç due to the exciting particle^ Our results do 
not agree with this. The difference may be due to different 
europium concentrations. Nicholson and Snelling (1955) 
find %  s 1.4 p.sec. for their crystal Lil(0.03^ Eu),
Our results in a standard Harshaw (CsX(Tl 0.1^)) crystal 
substantiate those of Storey et al. (loc.cit.) given in 
table XX.5# These results are in agreement with those of 
Fleury et al. (1960) but are in disagreement with those of 
Owen (i960)•
No previous measurements have been made in CsDr(Tl) 
except by hitman et al. (1952) who find the qualitative 
result that in this crystal and in CsX(TI) a long component 
is present in the decay.
For CsBr(pure), the pulse heights produced by electrons 
and alpha particles were ohly slightly greater than the 
luminescence of the glass of the photomultiplier. is
estimated as 10.5 * 1 p.sec. for protons of energy l4.9 MeT.
No luminescence was produced in a pure NaCl crystal.
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II#4. Summary of Results.
Those results can be summarised as follows.
The results are consistent with the picture that the 
detailed shape of the decay of the luminescence depends on 
the average ionization density Ç due to the particle 
producing tho luminescence.
In addition we find#-
(1) 6 Y e
(2) ^  increases for till particles as Z of the cation 
increases#
(3) for CsBr(Tl) and Kl(Tl) > t_ ^ e a# p
(4)
(5) In Csl(Tl) and KI(T1), first increases and then
decreases with the ionization density ç of the ionizing 
particle. Xn CsBr(Tl) the results obtained are too
similar to say if this is the case or not.
(6) ^ ^ 1 % ^  increases as Z of the cation increases.
Any model which is proposed to explain the luminescent 
properties of the alkali halides must account for these 
facts. ^
In table II.6 the ratio be soon to inore&s#
as Z of the crystal increases. From the practical point of 
view it would be of interest therefore to study crystals of
very large Z| of the crystals studied it is seen that ncne
has properties more suitable than CsI(Tl) for use in a
Ü6
technique similar to that described in Part I.
II.5# The Luminescence of CsI(TI).
We now consider several measurements which were made 
on the luminescence of Cal(Xl). These have a bearing on 
the validity of the results presented in the above section.
It was recognised that the result of Storey et al. 
(loc.cit.), that the decay time of the luminescence produced 
in CsI(TI) by ionizing particles was apparently dependent 
on the ionization density produced by the particle, might 
not have been an intrinsic property of the luminescence 
but have been caused by external sources.
Firstly, the measured values of the decay times might 
well be influenced by the type of photomultiplier used in 
making the measurements. For this reason measurements were 
made using an R.C.A.6810, a Du Mont 62p2 and an E.M.1,5311 
photomultiplier. In each case the same CsI(TI) crystal 
was used in making the measurements. The decay times of the 
luminescence produced by alpha particles and electrons, 
were measured in the usual way and it was found that for 
any one photomultiplier the effect did indeed exist although 
there were slight differences in the decay time of the 
luminescence for any particular particle, as measured by 
different photomultipliers. These discrepancies, however, 
fell within the limits of experimental error*
It can be concluded that all the commonly available 
glass window photomultipliers give the same results and 
that the difference in the values of the decay times of 
the luminescence produced by different particles is not 
caused by the type of photomultiplier used#
The effect might have been arising in the following 
manner* The path length of the light passing through the 
crystal to the photocathode of the photomultiplier is 
greater in the case of alpha particles than for electrons, 
and this difference could readily give rise to differential 
absorption of initially longer lifetime components in the 
light puisse of the alpha particles. This, in turn,would 
lead to a shorter measured value of the lifetime of the 
emission produced by alpha particles. This possibility 
can be rejected, however, since measurements made on crystals 
of varying thickness were identical provided the crystal 
was sufficiently thick to stop the exciting particle.
Further evidence for the rejection of a differential 
absorption process was afforded by mounting a Csl(Tl) 
crystal in a reflecting cavity a few centimetres from the 
face of the photomultiplier and allowing alpha particles to 
enter on the surface nearest the photocathode. In this way 
the path of the light emitted after alpha particle excitation 
was reduced to a minimum. The value of obtained from
this experiment vas the same as when the crystal was excited 
by alpha particles entering the surface furthest from the 
photocathode•
Finally, fairly strong evidence, that the decay time 
of the luminescence produced by a particle does depend on 
the average ionization density produced by the particle, 
was obtained from measurements of the decay time of the 
luainescence produced by 14 HeV protons in a CsX(Tl) crystal 
sufficiently thick, to stop the protons, and in a Csl(Tl) 
crystal in which the protons lost only part of their energy 
( ^  4 HeV) • It was found that the decay time of the 
luminescence was greater for the thin crystal in which the 
average ionization density produced by the protons is 
smaller. This is in accordance with the expected behavicmr 
of "6 with 0 , the average ionization density.
From those measurements it can be concluded, that the 
result presented in the previous section, that the decay 
time of the luminescence produced by a particle in alkali 
halide crystals depends on the ionization density of the 
particle, is an intrinsic property of the mechanism of the 
luminescence and not produced by artificial means.
Part II.
Chapter III.
The Luminescence of Csl(Tl) and CaBr(Tl) as a Function 
of Temperature and the Luminesoence cf CsI(Tl) as a
Function of Thallium Concentration.
The results presented in the previous chapter establish 
the fact that the decay time of the luminescence produced 
in alkali halide crystals by ionizing particles is dependent 
on the average ionization density produced by the exciting 
particle. In addition, they show that of the commonly 
available inorganic crystals, Csl(Tl) and CsBr(Tl) are most 
suitable for use with the technique discussed in Part I 
of this thesis. The measurements presented in this 
chapter were made in the hope that a more favourable 
particle discrimination might be obtained by maintaining 
the crystal at temperatures other than room temperature, or 
by altering the thallium concentration. The behaviour of 
the decay times and efficiencies of the luminescence as 
a function of temperature, or thallium concentration, is 
also important when considering the mechanism of the 
luminescence.
IXI.l. The Luminescence of Csl(Tl) and CsBr(Tl) as a Funotici^ 
of Temperature.
Xll.l(a). Experimental Technique.
In order to vary the crystal temperature it was necess&ry 
to design a piece of apparatus which would incorporate the 
following features:-
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(I) A means whereby the crystal temperature could be 
varied without varying the temperature of the photo­
cathode an effect which Is known to influence the gain of 
a photomultiplier. This necessitates the use of some kind 
of chambert with good reflecting walls» In which the crystal 
can be housed» the chamber then being mounted on the
photomultlpller•
(II) The chamber must be vacuum tight otherwise on allowing 
the cold crystal to warm » condensation of water would occur 
on its surface» prevent the entry of alpha particles, 
affect the response of the crystal and Impair the resolution. 
In addition at low temperatures the crystal would be 
surrounded by a coating of Ice which would again reduce
the energy of alpha particles and spoil the efficiency 
measurements•
Furthermore, the presence of cold air Inside the 
chamber would tend to produce cooling at the photocathode, 
(ill) A means of measuring the crystal temperature. For 
this purpose It was decided to use a thermocouple.
The assembly shown In figure XXX.1 was found to be 
satisfactory.
It consists of a cylinder of stainless steel (1/32" 
thick X 2** In diameter) lined with aluminium foil reflectors.
Figure XXX*I• Crystal Assembly.
The top plate of the cylinder (B) wae detachable and made 
of brass in the centre of which is a thin nickel window 
(n) (2 ms./cm^). The base of the cylinder was oloeed with 
a disc of luoito (L) which was optically coupled to an
R.C.A.6810 photomultiplier with silicone grease. A thin
' 2
aluminium foil (0#2 mg./cm ) backed the oiystal (X) which
was clamped between two copper rings (H) both of which
had eluminisod surfaces. The lower ring was attached to
a copper rod (c) which protruded through the wall of the
vessel where it could bo cooled with liquid nitrogen or
heated with an electrical element (El) as required. A
pumping port (P) is incorporated in ttie cylinder by moans
of which it can be evacuated. A thermocouple (t ) was used
to measure the crystal temperature. The thermocouple wires
wore led out of the chamber by two short pieces of capillary
glass extending through the outer wall and supported by
metal collars (H)» vacuum seals being made using araldite.
This prevented short circuiting across the stainless steel
wall. These seals were situated fairly far from the crystal#
to prevent cracking whilst cooling is in progress* Finally
water cooling pipes (W) ensured that the temperature of the
photooathodo (Fh) remained constant.
All heating and cooling was carried out slowly and no 
hysteresis effeot was observed. The range of temperature 
obtainable was -IdO^C to el60^C.
52#
The CeZ(Tl) and CeBr(Tl) oryetula used in the 
moaeurenente were obtained from the îlarehaw Chemical Company# 
the thallium concentration in each case being 0*1^ molar.
In those moasurements # the particles producing h i ^
and low ionisation density were respectively# alpha particles
210of energy 5.3 MeV from Po and protons of energy l4 HeV 
from the reaction Ho^(d#p)He^.
The current pulses from the photomultiplier were 
integrated with a leakage time constant of 203 p#sec. Tlieee 
*voltage* pulses were displayed on a Tektronix type $4l 
oscilloscope and photographed at fixed temperature intervals. 
III.1(b). /Umlvsis.
The decay of the luminescence was obtained by the 
method described in Chapter XI. The analysis of the decay 
of the luminescence of CsBr(Tl) at irradiated with
protons of 14 lloV is shown in figure III.2. From figure
III.2a# it appears that on exponential component of time 
constant %  # 23 p.sec. is present, having estimated the 
lifetime and contribution of this component from figure
111.2(a)# it le subtracted from a pulse on a shorter time 
scale# figure 111.2(b). Tlie resulting points are in 
agreement with a pure exponential of time constant %  e 
2.6 p.sec.
In general# at any one temperature# the decay of the 
luminescence of Csl(Tl) and CsDr(Tl) may be described by
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Plgur# III.2. The Decay Curves of the Luminescence
produced by l4 MeV protons in CsDr(Tl) 
at +20^C# A comparison of this figure 
with figure XX«2 illustrates the 
accuracy obtainable by this method of 
analysis.
the of a fast and a slow exponential component.
Figure III.3 shows one of the exceptional cases where tliree 
exponential omapononts appear to bo present In the 
lumlnosoonce produced by fast proton irradiation of CsBr(Xl) 
at ♦120®C.
In Cal(Tl) the contribution fron time slow exponential
component is small over most of the temperature range. 
Accordinglyf the pulse has been analysed by on alternative 
method which assumes that the decay of the luminosoence is 
a puro exponential at times short compared to the lifetime 
of the slow exponontial component. Values derived by this 
method are denoted by . Tho subscripts a and p denote 
excitation of the crystal by alpha partiolos and protons 
rospGctively.
III.1(c). Result#.
Plotting tho logarithm of tlio decay time components 
against tho reciprocal of tho absolute temperature§ figures 
IIl4a#b and III.5a,b, it is seen that the components 
obtainod by the above analysis ore not distributed randomly, 
but, in gonoral, follow exponential laws* In order to 
discriminate between tho different ccmponcnts present in 
tho decay, the components )mve been numbered according to 
tho lino on which they lie.
Tho variation with temperature of tho pulse height
per unit onorgy or luminescent effloienoies is
93a.
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Figure IIX«3e The Decay Curves of the Luminescence
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shown in figures III#6 and III.7# In these efficiency 
measurement# it was assumed that all the components contri­
buting to the light output were observed. The results 
shown have been corrected for the effect of the electronic 
differentiation time constant on the pulses.
Tables III.la,b and III.2a,b give the values of
Rg etc. the ratios of the light prosent in components 1,2,
etc. to the total light output observed.
In all cases the decay time components become shorter
as the tomperaturo of the crystal increases.
from figures III.4a and Ill.ga for the alpha particle 
excitation of the crystals, it appears that the decay time
components in these cases have an exponential dependence 
1on 7^9 where T is the absolute temperature. It is customary,
Bonanomi and Rossel, 1952; Enz and Rossel, 1958 to derive
from these plots a value for the activation energies of the
electron traps associated with the luminescence. The
assumption is made that the probability of a luminescent
transition is proportional to exp(f^) where £ is the
electron trap activation energy and k is Boltzmann*# constant.
For Csl(Tl) we obtain « 0.092 - 0.01 e.v., while
CsDr(Tl) yields values « 0.22 Î 0.02 e.v. and «
0.19 ^ 0.02 e.v. Although the decay time components for
proton excitation of Csl(Tl) and Tip show an
approximately exponential dependence on A  yielding electron
94a.
Table Ilia ( al 
Values of R for aloha partlole excitation of Pel(Til
Temperature -80®C -4o®c 0®C ♦20®C ♦eo®c ♦146®C
«1 1 1 0.86 0.73 1 1
«2 - 0.14 0.25
Table Ilia(b)
Values of R for Proton exoltatlon ot CsI(ti1<
Temperature -120®C -100®C -80® C -60®C ♦20®C +100®C
«1 1 1 0.32 0,39 0.55 0,93 1
«2 0.68 0,61 0.45 0.07 -
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trap activation energiea of * 0»079 " 0,01 e.v. and
" 0,062 Z 0,02 o.v. # there la no evidence of thie
exponential behaviour in the proton excitation of CsBr(Tl),
The temperature dependence of the ratio for
CeX(Tl) ia ahown in fl^ pire 111,8, The ratio deoreaaea
aa the temperature of the cryatal ia lowered# until at
approximately -fiO^ C# = , At lower temperatures
From the ratios etc, # it can be seen that the
amount of light emitted in any particular component relative
to tho total light output, altera with temperature,
Xn figures XXX,6 und 7# it ia seen that the luminescent
efficiencies of CaX(Tl) and CaBr(Tl) have a maximum value
in the neighbourhood of room temperature. An interesting
feature is the temperature range ^70^C to -l^O^C in CsI(Tl)
where the luminescent efficiency for alpha particles
excitation ia greater than that for proton excitation. This
effect is also observed to a lesser degree in CsBr(Tl),
XXI,2, The Luminescence of CsXfTll aa a Funotion of Thallium 
Concentration,
XXX,2(a), Experimental Technique^.
Measurements of the decay times of tho luminescenoe
produced by alpha particles# protons of varying energies and
electrons have been made on a standard Earahaw CaX(Tl)
crystal# a CaX crystal with very low thallium concentration#
PROTONS • 
a l p h a s  -I-16
12
0 4
O
160 -120 8 0  - 4 0 O + 40  + 80  +120 +160
TEMR “C
Figure III.6, The hutaineacent effiolenciee#
in CsX(TX) aa a funotion of tenporatur#.
( a r b it r a  HY
U N IT * )
PROTONS •  
ALPHAS 4-
1-6
1-2
0-8
O
H60 4 2 0  -6 0  -4 0  o  -*40 *6 0  *120 *160
TEMRt:
Pig^ure III.7# The luininesoent ofrici«ncie9#^ €.<c>p
in CsBr(Tl) as a function of temperature.
^<x
1-5
0*5
H60 -120 -80  -4 0  o  WO +80 +120 +160
TEMPt:
Figure III.S. Variation of the ratio with
temperature in Cal(Tl).
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a Csl oryatal with high thallium oono#ntration« The 
CsZ crystals of high and low thallium concentrations (3/^  
and 0*C0^« respectively) were obtained from Aberdeen 
University. The bulk crystals were grown in a vacuum furnace 
similar to that described by Stockbarger (l94g). The crystals 
U3Cd wers cut from the interior of larger crystals and were 
cylicderü 1/4 inch in diameter by 1/4 inch long. Tlie 
thallium concentrations were not determined directly, tho 
figure# qiuoted here refer to the values obtained using tho 
known weight of thallous Iodide added to tho crucible and 
the final weight of the crystal taken from tho furnace.
The fraction of thallium lost in the growth is assumed to 
be constant and not encesoive.
The experimental t#cJinl(;ue was exactly similar to that 
described in Chapter II.
III.2(b). MsultA.
Table III.3 gives the values of n,p,e ^ n,p,e
for the three crystals. _ was measured over thecb,p,e
first 4 p.sec. of the voltage pulse from these crystals, 
assuming the decay to be a pure exponential. is the 
time taken for the voltage pulse to rise to 1-^ of its 
height after 4 p.sec. in the Harshaw crystal
(O.l^ Tl) was not measured since the geometry of this
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oryatal dlfferod from that of tho other tvo. In flgnraa
I ^
III#9 and III,10 the measurements of %  and 
are compared with those of Jones and Ward (i960). In 
these figures, the values of and have been
normalised to unity in the standard Harshaw crystals 
since this was the manner in which Jones and Vard presented 
their results* The measurements for alpha particle and 
electron excitation of the crystals of high and low thallium 
concentration should be identical since the crystals used 
wore the smoe, our measurements being made on the crystals 
supplied by Jones and Ward* This is in fact the case, 
within experimental error* Our standard Harshaw crystal 
was different from that of Jones and Ward but the results 
again substantiate their values. Considering the value of 
in the standard Harshaw crystal obtained by Jones and 
Ward, and in the present measurements, it would appear that 
Jones and Ward have overestimated the amount of thallium 
entering the crystals in their growth and that in fact the 
thallium concentrations in the crystals grown at Aberdeen 
should be taken to be a factor of approximately ten smaller. 
Our measurements, in accord with those of Jones and Ward 
(loc.cit*) indicate that decreases with increasing
thallium concentration and reaches a minimum at approximately 
the concentration present in the standard Harshaw crystals*
o a
06
05
04
S T3 O
LOG.3CM
Figure XIX»9« The Decay times of the luminescence
in CaX(TX) as a funotion of thallium 
concentration. Tlie dashed curves indicate 
the results obtained by Jongs & Ward (1960). 
The error in all points is *10%.
o Values of # X values of
Tc in a standard Harshaw crystal as measured by
Jones & Ward
ft It «  «  w
S'/»»
------
ôdoFigure The luminescent efficiencies coc,e
in CsX(TX) as a function of thallium 
concentration» The dashed curves 
indicate the results obtained by Jones 
and Ward (i960). The error in all points 
is >10^.
o values of • % values of ^toc
value of in a standard Harshaw Crystal
as measured by Jones & Ward
value of »* « w »
on the other hand remain constant with varying 
thallium concentration.
coc decreases as the thallium concentration inereaooo 
while decreases much less markedly.
Xn fact a study of the values of ^  ^and _a»Pf e CL#p#e
indicate that the decay time of the luminescencet and the 
efficiency of the luminescence, produced by a particle in 
a CsX(TI) crystal are not governed so much by the thallium 
concentration present in the crystal, but that the ionization 
density produced by the particle is the governing factor.
XXX.3 . Conclusions.
From the point of view of particle discrimination in 
CsX(Xl) and CsDr(Tl), we must conclude that there is no 
advantage to be gained by maintaining the crystals at 
temperatures other than room temperature.
For CsX(Tl), this follows from a consideration of the 
behaviour of the ratio shown in figure XXX.8. At
temperatures above room temperature, although this ratio 
increases slightly, the efficiencies show a marked
decrease. Below room temperature the efficiencies again 
decrease while the decay times become much longer. This 
combination of low efficiency and long decay times rules 
out the use of the scintillator at these temperatures in
the particle dieorimination technique.
Xn CsBr(TX) the situation is similar, any possible 
increase in the difference in the shape of the luminescence 
produced by different particles is counterbalanced by a 
marked decrease in efficiency.
Xn CsX(TI) a consideration of figure XXI.9 shows 
that there is no advantage to be gained in pulse shape 
discrimination by altering the thallium concentration 
from that present in standard Uarshaw crystals.
Part II.
Chapter IV.
jPiacuaalon and ConclusloT^ g.
In the previous chapters we have stressed the Importance 
of the measurements of the decay times of the luminescence %  
and the luminescent efficiencies as a function of
ionisation density, temperature and thallium concentration, 
from the point of view of the particle discrimination 
technique described in Part I of this thesis. These 
measurements of %  and are also Important in explain­
ing the mechanism of the luminescence processes.
The measurements confirm the suggestion by Storey et 
al. (loc.cit.) that the decay time of the luminescence 
produced in inorganic alkali halide phosphors by ionising 
particles is dependent on the ionisation densities produced 
by the particles, the decay time being shorter as ionisation 
density increases. Preliminary measurements by the author 
in LiF, CaF and BaF, and by Bcharmann (1959) in ,
CaWOj^ , ZnVOji^  and CdVO^t also confirm this dependence of %  
on ionization density. In the alkali halide crystals the 
dependence of X  on ionization density becomes more 
pronounced as the atomic number of the crystal increases.
Ho such regular pattern is observed in Soharmann's results 
in the tungstate crystals. In the alkali iodides %  
increases for all particles as Z. of the cation increases.
as can be seen from the measurements in NaX(Tl), KX(TX) 
and CsI(TI)» Again no such regular behaviour is observed 
in the tungstate crystals.
The decay tine oooponsnte of the lumineecenco in
CsBr(Tl) and Csl(Tl), are found to increaso as the temperature
of the crystal is lowered. (Preliminary results in Kl(Tl)
confirm this behaviour) • For alplm partiels excitation
of the crystals the decay time conpononts show on approxi-
1
mately exponential dependence on where T is the absolute 
temperature (Figures 111.4(a) and 3(a). Although the decay 
time components for proton excitation of Csl(Tl) again show 
an approximatoly exponential depondenco on no such 
exponential behaviour is found in the proton excitation of 
CsBr(Tl). Xn CsX(TI) the decay time of the luminescence'Ydt 
shows a marked dependence on thallium concentration. 
on the other hand is apparently independent of thallium 
concentration (figure III.9). It is possible that the 
phenomena which account for the variation of decay time %  
with ionization density due to the particle producing the 
luminesccnco, also account for the dissimilar behaviour of 
%  with and thallium concentration for the different 
types of particle.
QO r
The dopcndonce of L on ionization density diffors 
from that of the decay time %  . In the alkali halide
IÔ2,
crystals the luminescent efficiency shows a maximum with 
ionization density, whereas if the dependence on ionization 
was similar to that of %  , we should expect a monatonic
decrease with ionization density. This suggests that 
perhaps the decay time of the luminescence and the lumin­
escent efficiency are determined by different processes.
The variation of with thallium concentration is
much more marked than is the variation of (figure
111.10 and Table 111.3 ). Although the variation of ^ tcC
CO/and tf with temperature is similar, there is a region of 
temperature where £^.dC (figures III.6 and 7)(^^p
here refers to the luminescent efficiency of ll*. MeV protons). 
Again it is possible, that the dissimilar behaviour
OA cof c with thallium concentration, for the different
particles and the fact that ^Ecc>*^£pat low temperatures, 
may both be caused by the same phenomena which account for
OP c
the variation of C with ionization density.
Clearly any model which is proposed to explain the 
luminescent properties of the alkali halides must account 
for these facts. In such models one can take the view that 
the decay time components are determined independently of 
the luminescent off iciencies, or that both X  and 
should be explicable by the same meclianism.
In the following sections we consider how the 
theoretical explanations discussed in Chapter X can account 
for the observed experimental results.
XV.1# possible Exuladations of the Luminescent Properties of 
^kali Halide Crystals.
The conventional picture for the process producing the 
luminescence is one in which elect rone produced by the 
ionizing particle are released thermally from traps emitting 
radiation or in radiâtionlesa transitions. The measured 
decay times show tlmt these radiationless transitions must 
Increase with ionization density duo to the exciting particle, 
resulting in faster decay times of the luminescence for 
particles of greater ionization density. This is similar 
to the explanation offered by Sclmrmann (loc.cit.) for his 
results in the tungstate crystals. Due to the high ionization 
density# quenching of the luminescence occurs at the be­
ginning of the decay. Hence the decay is more rapid as the 
ion mass is increased. Xt is suggested that the quenching 
mechanisms may be of the type suggested by Wright (1953) to 
explain the luminescence efficiency in organic phosphors.
On this picture we would expect the decay times for the 
luminescence to increase as the temperature is decreased 
due to the decreased probability of thermal release of 
electrons. Again we would expect the luminescent efficiency 
to increase as the temperature is lowered since radiotionloss
transitions are more probable at high temperatures • Both 
of these, in fact, are found experimentally to occur*
However on this picture we would expect the luminescent 
efficiency to decrease steadily with ionization density 
but in fact this is not the case* Nor is it clear why at 
low temperatures the luminescence efficiency should again 
begin to decrease*
This behaviour of the luminescence efficiency with 
temperature is a major difficulty in the model presented by 
Bonanomi and Rossel, and £nz and Rossel (loo.oit*) discussed 
in Chapter I. Xn this model, %  e where and
Kg are the probabilities for radiative and non-radiative 
transitions in the luminescence centre, respectively.
and Kg » SgC where and Eg are the
activation energies for the radiative and non-radiative 
transitions, respectively. Plots of log i should 
yield values of £^ and Eg. If these plots yield straight 
lines then the implication is that Eg » 0, and the non- 
radiative processes ore not present* A consideration of 
figures 111.4(a), 5(a) indicate that for alpha particle 
excitation of CsX(Xl) and CsBr(Tl), the plots of loglCvtJy 
do in fact yield straight lines* We would then expect, 
however, the luminescence efficiency to be independent of 
temperature. This is clearly not the case. We must conclude
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that the above model is unable to explain the observed 
experimental résulta on the luminescence of thallium 
activated alkali halide crystals. In any Case the model 
mokes no provision for the variation of ICx with ioni2salion 
density*
Two simple explanations for the observed variation 
with ionization density could have been the following « 
Firstly, as suggested by Storey et al. (loc.cit.), protons 
and alpha particles may excite the same electron tra^ In 
the crystal. The probability for the decay of the trap is 
, Due to on increased effective temperature in 
the material surrounding the particle track, corresponding 
to the higher ionization density, the decay time for the 
alpha particles is foster. In this case, as the temperature 
of the crystal is lowered, the rutio^'^fti«v would increase. 
This is contrary to the observed behaviour shown in figure 
XXX.8. A second explanation could have been that prêtons 
preferentially excite traps with greater activation mergies. 
The decay time for protons would then be longer than for 
alpha particles. A consideration of the values of 
and B\p found in CsX(Tl)(diapter XXX Section 1(c)) 
indicates that this is not the case, E is apparently 
smaller than B idc . For the alpha particle excitatiin of
C8Br(TX), it again appears that the long components 
correspond to traps with smaller activation energies 
(Chapter III, Section 1(c)). Further evidence for this 
is afforded by a consideration of the ratios R^ etc. 
given in Tables III.1(a), (b) and XXX.2(a),(b)• Xn CsDr(Tl) 
it appears that a number of traps exist which decay 
radiatively when they receive enough thermal energy to 
reach an excited state, or to the trap immediately below 
in activation energies. At any one temperature, the 
trap responsible for the long component apparently feeds 
the trap responsible for the short component, the probability 
for such a transition increasing as the temperature of the 
crystal is lowered. Probably this is also the case in 
CsX(Tl). This observation that the larger values of %  
correlate with smaller values of E, the activation energy, 
is a difficulty, but it does not negate a model in which 
electrons are released from traps6 Xt does require, however, 
that the decay be governed by other factors apart from the 
activation energy of the electron traps, probably on the 
cross section for capture of electrons by the traps. 
Summarising, we can say that the observed variation of 
^the decay time of the luminescence, with ionization density, 
is not simply due to particles of increasing ionization
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density exciting traps with greater activation energies, 
nor is it due to any local heating effect* In fact the 
decay time of the luminescence is not governed, apparently, 
solely by the activation energy of electron traps.
The variation in X  with ionization density could be 
explained, as suggested by Storey et al. (loc.cit.), if 
the variation in ionization density results in a different 
distribution in the initial population of radiating states. 
The observed variation in the value of would then
reflect the different contributions of many radiating states 
with different decay times. The simplest and most extreme 
case would be two radiating states correspending to the 
values of X  observed for alpha particles and electrons. 
This is the view taken by Ely and Jentschke (loo.cit.) and 
by Hrehuss (loc.cit.). The observed values of X  seem, 
however, to be very long to be associated with radiative 
states, particularly when the variation of X  with temper­
ature is considered.
The only paper which has predicted quantitatively the 
behaviour of the luminescence is that by Meyer and Hurray 
(loc.cit.) who have calculated, as we have seen in Chapter X, 
the response of CsZ(Tl) as a function of thallium con­
centration and ionization density and obtain good agreement
with experiment. Their model interprets the response of
inorganic crystals to charged particles in terms of the
formation, transport, and capture of energy carriers. The
basic assumption is tliat the energy carriers are excitons
and that the density of the excitons is a smooth function 
dEof " ,  the ionization density. The model predicts that the 
response should show a maximum with ionization density in 
agreement with the results presented in Tables XX.I-5. Again 
the model would predict that would increase very much
more markedly with thallium concentration than , This
again agrees with the experimental results shown In figure 
XXI.10. The only criticism of this paper is that the 
results are dependent o^ the diffusion length of the excitons 
in the crystal. This is obtained by fitting the theoretically 
predicted response curve to the experimentally obtained 
response curve. This is dependent on the spectral response 
of the photomultiplier used and hence if the emission spectra 
for proton excitation is different from that of alpha 
particle excitation the response obtained will not show the 
true relative efficiencies. However the success of the model 
indicates that this effect, if present, must be sligtxt.
To explain the behaviour of with temperature, it is
necessary that the diffusion length be a function of
température and also, possibly, that the number of excitons 
created for a particular ionization density also shows a 
variation with temperature. Even so, it is difficult to 
understand why should become greater than p , at
low temperatures, as we find in both Csl(Tl) and CsBr(Tl). 
(!ateosian et al. (icc.cit.) find a similar effect in pure 
Nal below -150^C. It ZA.ould be noted that this model is in 
contradiction with the models of Johnson and Williams (loc. 
cit.) and Kallman and Brucher (loc.cit.) who predict that 
the luminescence efrioiency should decrease for too large 
concentrations of thallium. This model predicts the response 
of the inorganic phosphors completely independently of the 
decay processes or the potential configurations of the 
luminescence centres.
The suggestion of Hateosian et al. (loo.cit.) that the 
behaviour of the luminescent efficiency with temporature
is the result of two different typos of lufiiinoscenoe centre 
in the crystals, as discussed in Chapter I, can be die- 
counted from the behaviour of the decay times of the lumin­
escence with temperature. On this model we should expect to 
find a decay time component which becomes faster as the 
temperature is docreased.
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XV.2* Ttie Funotion of Thallium in tho tuminescenoe
Ad we have seen, the role of the thallium in the 
lumineeconoo process is very far from clear. Our résulté 
for the behaviour of and versus thallium eon-
centration (Figure XXX.lO) would indicate that, in agreement 
with Moyer and Murray (loc.cit.), and Ely and Jentschke 
(loc.cit.), the thallium is indeed the luminosoence centre.
Or it may be inducing the luminescence centres in the 
crystal as suggested by Knoepfel et al. (loc.cit.} and the 
results of Cwlss and Joshi (loo.cit.). Xt is difficult 
to see how the thallium can be associated with the non- 
radiative procesaos in the crystal, as suggested by Bonanomi 
and Rossel (loo.cit.) since then the luminescent efficiency 
would be oxpeoted to decrease as the thallium concentration 
is increased. The situation becomes complicated however 
when one considers the behaviour of and with
thallium concentrâttion (figure XII.9). Since 'Xc remains 
constant with thallium concentration it would appear that 
the state from which the luminescence is emitted is un­
affected by the thallium. A more suitable picture would 
seem to be, that for excitation of the crystal by particles 
of low ionisation density, the luminescence emission is 
independent of the thallium. For particles of high ionisation
Ill#
density, at low thallium concentrations, the emiaalon is 
again independent of the thallium, since but
that as the thallium concentration increases the emission 
becomes more dependent on the thallium. We then require 
two states from which luminescence can be emitted. The 
first state is populated preferonttally by particles of low 
ionization density and is independent of thallium. The 
second is populated preforentially by particles of high 
ionization density and is induced by the thallium. The 
thallium state has the cliaraoteriatie faster decay time.
The difference in X  with ionisation density and thallium 
concentration would then be due to the different probabilities 
of exciting these states.
IV.3. Conclusions.
We must conclude that the measurements on the lumin- 
oBoence of the alkali halide crystals cannot be explained 
on the basis of any of the proposed models for the lumin­
escence processes. All of these proposed models oui account 
for some of the experimental observations but none can 
completely explain the dependence of the luminescence 
efficiency, and the decay times of the luminescence, on 
ionization density, temperature and thallium conoox,tration.
U2t
The most likely approach would seem to bo to take the view 
that energy carriers are formed by the exciting particles, 
the number of carriers being dependent on ionization density 
and to them consider the transport of these carriers to 
the luminescent centres, Moyer and Murray have produced 
in this way, as wo have seen, the only quantitative prediction 
on the lumineauonoe of the alkali halide phosphors, A 
detailed knowledge of the luminescence centroa is then 
required, Probably this eon best be obtained in the claaaioal 
manner by oxoiting the crystals by light or ultra-violet 
radiation of a single known wavelength. In particle 
excitation of cour so a band of wave long tl&s is involved.
It 1b probably fair to say that too much has been inferred 
about the luminosoence prooessoo from too few oxporimental 
observations.
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Future Programme.
It is not intended to make any further measurements 
on the luminescence of inorganic alkali halide crystals, 
at present. The necessary information concerning the 
technique described in Part I has been obtained and it 
is intended to use this in nuclear physics measurements 
as discussod in Part I. Any future measurements would be 
made on the luminescence of pure alkali halides, again as 
a function of ionization density and temperature. In 
addition measurements would be made of the emission spectra 
of pure and activated crystals under both ultra-violet 
and particle excitation.
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